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Former parks Light shines on LBL road plan
worker files
federal suit
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
CADIZ, Ky. — State Rep.
Melvin Henley says Gov. Ernie
Fletcher turned on the flashlight
and offered a glimmer of hope
for safer travel across the lakes
and through Land Between the

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
PADUCAH,Ky
.
:— A former
parks employee claims city and
county 'officials didn't follow
their oNvn proc.edures in
response to demands his boss
made, leading to what he considers a wrongful termination.
Former maintenance supervisor Dan Elliott is suing the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Department, its board members,
the City of Murray and
Calloway County, Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins and the four magistrates,
and former Parks Director Brad
Steele.
Specifically, park board
chairman Bill.Bailey and members Jason Lovett, Cliff Finnery,
Melodie Cunningham, Hugh
Massey, Danny Hudspeth,
Krista
Thompson,
Chad
Lawson, David Hornback,
Kevin
Lanib,
Bobby
Stubblefield and Johnny Gingles
are named. Massey and
Hudspeth represent the Murray
City Council on the park board
while Stubblefield and Gingles
represent the Calloway County
Fiscal Court. Fellow magistrates
Kenny Imes and Steve Lax also
are named in the complaint.
ptii+Apitokeirty
botrtec an
ments.
The lawsuit was filed Sept.
13 in U.S. District Court and
asks that Elliott be awarded
more than $500,000 in damages.
In the complaint, Elliott
accuses Steele and the others to
whom he's ultimately responsible for depriving him of his
rights and failing to follow policies. The lawsuit stems from a

Henley, R-Murray, was
disagreement between Elliott Lakes
and Steele over payment for among the officials on hand
work Steele reportedly did one Tuesday afternoon to hear
weekend for Elliott's amuse- Fletcher announce a $50 million
ment ride business._
design-build pilot project that
Steele left the parks „depart- will make the 7.5 miles of U.S.
ment over the summer for anoth- 68/Ky. 80 through LBL a fourer job.
lane road. The governor also
Elliott, of Vonore, Tenn., was announced moving forward with
the maintenance supervisor the $2.7 million design
phase
from June to October 2005. At that
will lead to replacing the
the same time, he operated an
two bridges that cross Kentucky
amusement ride business at fesLake and Lake Barkley.
iivals and events on weekends.
"I've been hearing about
While he'd usually hire
someone else to help with the bridges for 30 years and I have
rides, Elliott's scheduled assis- finally see a glimmer of light at
tant was unable to go to the the end of the tunnel. Gov.
Cumberland .'Mountain Fall Fletcher turned thn flashlight
Festival during the weekend on," Henley said after the
KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
Lake
Sept.
30-Oct,
2, 2005. announcement .. ,at
According to the lawsuit, Steele Barkley's Breathitt Convention Gov. Ernie Fletcher announces Tuesday a $50 million project that will make the 7.5 miles of
told Elliott he was interested in Center. "It will be an economic U.S. 68/Ky. 80 through Land Between the Lakes a four-lane road. The project is being moved
helping because he could use the boom to Calloway, Graves and along faster than the state's normal process through a design-build pilot program.
Seated at
extra money.
Trigg counties because jobs fol- right is Transportation Secretary Bill
Nighbert.
After leaving the festival, the low transportation."
will lead to hope and opportuni- project moving forward, but it Henley said.
lawsuit says Steele demanded
Paving the way for new jobs
collapses the entire project by
Nighbert said bids will be
$500 — even though Elliott said was the theme. Fletcher said
The design-build concept two years."
open soon for the design-build
that was more than he usually such projects are possible
Legislators authorized trans- phase and work could start in
paid someone for help. Elliott because administrative costs in shortens the lengthy constructhen decided not to include the transportation cabinet have tion process by combining the portation officials to move for- March 2007. The road would be
Steele in any more weekend been reduced by at least $70 two phases, shaving nearly two ward with the pilot program. open for travel about two years
years off the timeline, according Nighbert said the stretch after that.
work, but that decision was met million.
to Transportation Secretary Bill through LBL was a prime choice
"I don't know why they don't
with Steele's demands that
"If we invest in roads, we
because the state only has to do that more," Calloway County
Elliott take him and threats will create jobs and opportuni- Nighbert.
"I am elated to have these work with one property owner, Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
about his employment, accord- ty," the governor said. ".. All of
plans. I pushed really hard on the U.S. Forest Service.
said of the design-build pilot.
ing to the complaint.
money
that
was
spent
in
this design-build concept." state
"It's an innovative idea sod it "We've worn out a lot of shovels
—"Mom Elliott Infused, supeste that
administrative costs is now Sen: Ken Winters, R-Murray. deserves to be tested because
began threatening Elliott's
going into bridges and roads that said. "Not only does it get the that's how you make progress,"
employment and taking steps to
•See Page 2A
harm Elliott's employment position with the park, including
attempting to solicit complaints
from co-workers, suspending
him, and ultimately terminating
at 5:30 p.m.
him from his position," Cadiz By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Republican incumbent state Rep. Melvin
attorney W. Howell Hopson Staff Writer
Cynthia Barnes, the club's legislative Henley and challenger. Democrat Hal
wrote on Elliott's behalf in the
Settle in a for an evening of politicking chair, said about a dozen candidates have Kemp; Calloway County Judge-Executive
and much of it.
confirmed their place in the forum line up. Larry Elkins, who has competition from
Twenty candidates in 10 races — from And she expects to hear from others before Republican magistrate Kenny Imes;
See Page 2A
the county courthouse to the state's highest next week's deadline.
Calloway County Circuit Court Clerk, who
court — are invited to speak at the annual
The following races are on the woman's faces opposition in Republican Linda Avery;
Murray Woman's Club candidate forum. club agenda: Republican incumbent US. Calloway District Judge Jeanne Carroll and
The forum begins at 6:30 p.m. Oct. 30. Rep. Ed Whitfield and his Democratic oppoDoors at the clubhouse on Vine Street open nent, former congressman Tom Barlow;
See Page 2A

MWC plans candidate forum Oct. 30

Murray gets funds for
replacement of bridges

Mieure
resigns
from Save
Hazel group

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The City of Murray is getting help from the state to replace three
bridges on local streets.
The helps comes in $153,000 in discretionary bond funds the legislature approved in 2005. The money will allow city officials to
replace bridges on South 15th Street, Kentucky Avenue and L.P.
Miller Street, according to a release from the Transportation Cabinet
on Tuesday.
"We made an application at the end of last year for this year. We
had five areas that were in deed as far as culverts and bridges.
Apparently we were awarded three of those," said David Roberts,
the city's director of planning and engineering. "We're always
pleased to get whatever funding we can get."
In the past two years, local governments have received more
additional state funding for their local road systems than at any other
time in the history of the commonwealth, according to the information from the Transportation Cabinet.
"I want to commend Gov. Fletcher for his leadership. The
improvements we make to our local transportation system improve
the quality of life for everyone," said Transportation Secretary Bill
Nighbert. -This funding reflects the governor's genuine commitment to work with local governments to build strong communities."
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
WORKING WITH PATTERNS: Kaylee Colson, a first-grade student at Calloway County's
Southwest Elementary School, recently worked on a "pattern necklace" in Pam Paps' art
class. The students were learning about the formations and common connections created by repeated patterns.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — To avoid any
appearance of a conflict of interest connected to her position as a
Hazel city commissioner, Save
Hazel Committee Chairwoman
Nancy Mieure is resigning her
post with the group that she
helped to organize.
Mieure said in a letter to the
Murray Ledger & Times this
morning that she does not want
to do anything to harm the committee's efforts to fight the unincorporation of the City of Hazel,
which is scheduled to appear on
the ballet next month, and will
step down as leader of the
organization.
"I am serving as a chairperi
son in my capacity as a resident
of Hazel and not as a city corn.
missioner," she said. "Howevei
in order to keep any publicity
from negatively affecting tho
efforts of the Save Hazej

See Page 2A
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SheriffPolicelells
Calloway County Stierfffs Department
•A burglary was reported at a Ky. 121 North location at 11:45 a.m.
Monday.
• A burglary was reported on Shoemaker Road at 12:36 p.m.
Monday.
• Wheels were reported stolen at 12:37 p.m. Monday from a
Robertson Road South location. The theft was referred to Murray
Police Department.
Murray State University Police Departmeof
• A theft was reported at Facilities Management at 8:18 a.m.
Monday. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking more than
$300.
— Information is obtained from repotts, logs
and citations from various agencies.

15 lives claimed on Ky.
roads Sept. 25-Oct. 1
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Preliminary statistics indicate that 15 people died in 14 separate crashes on Kentucky's roadways from:
Monday, Sept. 25, 2006, through Oct. 1, 2006.
Thirteen of the fatalities involved motor vehicles and two pedestrians were killed. Preliminary data* indicates that alcohol was a
factor in four of the motor vehicle crashes. Six of the motor vehicle
victims were not wearing seatbelts.
A double fatality crash occurred in Madison County and two single-fatality crashes occurred in Jefferson County. The remaining
motor vehicle crashes occurred in Carter, Clay, Jessamine, Lyon,
Marion,'Martin, Marshall, Oldham and Wolfe counties. The two
. pedestrian fatalities occurred in Jefferson and Madison counties.
Through Oct. 1, a total of 654 people have lost their lives on
Kentucky roadways. This is 71 fewer than were reported for this
time period in 2005. Of the 654 fatalities, 40 were pedestrians and
64 were motorcyclists. Forty of the motorcyclists were not wearing
helmets. There were eight ATV crash fatalities and none of the victims were wearing helmets. There were three bicycle victims, one of
whom was not wearing a helmet. Of the 539 motor vehicle fatalities,
344 victims were not wearing seatbelts and the seatbelt status of 36
of the victims is not known.
Citizens can contribute to highway safety by reporting erratic
drivers to the Kentucky State Police toll-free at 1-800-222-5555.
Callers will remain anonymous and should give a description of the
vehicle, location, direction of travel and license number if possible.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
WALK TO SCHOOL DAY: Students, teachers and parents at Murray Middle School participated in today's 10th annual
International Walk to School'Day. According to project organizers, "schoolchildren from all 50 states will take important'
steps toward increasing their physical activity" by participating in the event. Pictured above, Lindsay Lambert, left, a sixth
grader and member of the MMS student council, holds a sign urging motorists to use caution when driving near the school
while others walk by. Participating in the event are, from left, Etta Danielson, fourth grade, Rachael Morgan, fourth grade,
Michelle Handegan, teacher, Michelle Paschall, parent, and Sandy Morgan, parent.

Pa. man charged with trying to help al-Qaida
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A or an explosive device.
"to reduce energy reserves, crefederal grand jury indicted a
The FBI arrested Reynolds in ate environmental hazards,
man on charges of offering to December after authorities said increase anxiety, and require
help al-Qaida blow up fuel facil- he tried to meet a purported al- substantial expenditure of funds
ities in at least three states.
Qaida contact in a sting opera- and government personnel,
Michael Curtis Reynolds was tion about 25 miles from a motel including the military, to protect
charged in-U.S. District Court in in Pocatello, Idaho. where he those locations," the indictment
Scranton Tuesday with two had been staying.
alleges.
counts of providing material
Authorities said he expected
Reynolds has been held withsupport for a terrorist organiz‘v to receive $.40,0(6) to finance an out bail in the Lackawanna
tion and two counts Of seeking alleged plot to blow up pipelines County jail since his arrest on
to take part in the destruction of and refineries. The man charges of illegally posse in
property used, in interstate or Reynolds me* with was a hand grenades.
foreign commerce.
Montana judge who was workJoseph O'Brien, Reynolds'
He was already awaiting trial ing for the FBI.
attorney, declined comment on
in the case on two counts of
Reynolds wanted to help al- the indictment, saying he had
unlawful possession of a firearm Qaida units attack fuel facilities just received it and had not been

able to discuss it with his client.
Reynolds had been scheduled
for trial on the explosives
charges in November, O'Brien
said.
At a detention hearing,
Assistant U.S. Attorney John C.
Gurganus Jr. said Reynolds had
tried to work with al-Qaida to
target the Williams natural gas
refinery in Opal. Wyo.; the
Transcontinental Pipeline, a natural-gas pipeline that runs from
the
Gulf Coast through
Pennsylvania to New York and
New Jersey; and a Standard Oil
refinery in Perth Amboy, N.J.

III Forum.
Donna Dixon of Paducah; and Supreme
Court candidates Bill Cunningham and Rick
opponent Randy Hutchens; Dennis Foust, Johnson.
In an attempt for efficiency, candidates in
who is the circuit judge for Calloway and
Marshall counties, and his challenger. Jeff other local contested races, such as Murray
Roberts; two open Court of Appeals seats Independent Schools Board of Education
with hopefuls Hopkinsville's Logan Askew and Murray City Council, Won't have a
versus Paducah's Christopher Shea Nickell, chance to speak.
as well as Mark Blankenship of Murray'and • But those who do will have five minutes

From Front

II

each. Barnes said they'll introduce themselves and explain why they're running and
what they hope to accomplish before
answering one question relevant to the race.
The question will pot be known to the
candidates before the night of the forum.
"I figure most of them, if they are running for office," Barnes said, "they should
be able to respond."

•LBL
From Front
with groundbreakings. It's nice
they're moving this forward."
The route will include a separate hike and bike path from
Aurora to Cadiz that runs parallel to the main roadway.
State officials emphasized
that the new four-lane road
would fit in with the environment, preserving natural features, wildlife and water quality.
They've worked with the U.S.
Forest Service and Federal
Highway Administration to

ensure the design is sensitive to
the surroundings.
While the road will' follow
the general path of the existing
two-land stretch, a couple hundred yards of wixidland space
will be between the westbound
and eastbound lanes, according
to Keith • Todd, the highways
department spokesman for
District I.
Winters said widening U.S.
66/Ky. KO isn't just about that
road but opening up all of western Kentucky. Once this project
is finished, there will be a four-

lane route from Bowling Green
to Paducah, considering Ky. 45
already exists between Mayfield
and Paducah.
"All of us rejoice that the
governor laid that pen down on
that map and said, 'Look at this
void we have down there.—
Winters said.
• Replacing the bridges is a
more complicated process. Both
the
H. Lawrence
Henry
Memorial Bridge across Lake
Barkley and the Cumberland
River and the Eggner's Ferry
Bridge across Kentucky Lake

and the Tennessee River were
built in 1932.
Parks Commissioner Mark
Williams said a firm will be
hired to do the final design and
construction plans. It could be
2009-10 when construction
begins. Construction is estimated at S200 million.
"This is really good news for
western Kentucky — Calloway.
Marshall, Graves and Trigg
counties, especially," Elkins
said. "I've lived here all my life
and we've talked about bridges,
but this is the first real step."
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From Front
Committee, I feel that resigning
as chairperson is the proper
thing to do."
She said that officials with
the Kentucky League of Cities
legal department told her
Tuesday that there is no conflict
of interest in serving both as a
city commissioner and as chair
of the Save Hazel Committee;
however Mieure said she would
be stepping down voluntarily to
avoid any appearance of impropriety.
During..k. commission •ossesing Monday night at Hazel City
Hall, Ray Gough, owner of
Charlie's Antique Mall, questioned whether there was a conflict with Mieure seated in a
position of influence on both
boards.
He also objected to the commission's previous $500 donation to the Save Hazel
Committee
in
September.
However Mieure told both
Gough and the commission that
Kentucky League of Cities officials had been contacted concerning the legality of the move
and told that the donation was
not improper. There was a unan-

imous vote among all four city
commissioners to approve the
allocation.
But Gough said this morning
that Mieure's post on the Save
Hazel Committee is not a problem.
"It's not just about her. I have
no problem with her being on
the committee. As a matter of
fact, I think she should stay on
the committee. It's about using
city funds to basically fight for
their jobs," Gough said. "They
need to make the whole issue
moot by rescinding the money."
Gough said ha ail lataads to

file a complaint with the commission's ethics committee
when it has been organized.
During a city commission meeting Monday. Gough questioned
whether or not the city had seat- .
ed a state-required ethics corn-:
mittee to look into any possible
impropriety concerning the
issue or any other commission
actions and Mieure followed up
on the request by proposing that
the city consult with attorney
Trevor Coleman to make sure
the commission was in compliance with all city and state regulations.

•Suit ...
ner, ultimately permitted Steele
to suspend, and then terminate (Elliott)," Hopson wrote.
lawsuit.
No hearing was scheduled,
Elliott then went to the park
board and local government despite Elliott's desire to appeal
officials to help, but he says in Steele's termination decision.
the complaint he was unsuccess- Elliott says the government officials and park board were
ful.
"Despite being informed of responsible for ensuring he was(Steele's) demands to receive n't deprived of employment
payment from a forced partici- because he didn't succumb to
pation in (Elliott's) amusement Steele's demands for money and
ride enterprise, and of the result- work.
The lawsuit goes on to say
ing reprisals upon Elliott's
refusal, the park board members Elliott suffered losses, including.
and other defendants failed to lost wages and other benefits,
intervene in any effective man- physical and emotional pain,
inconvenience and
mental
anguish. and was harmed by a
stigma attached to him that
affected his ability to secure
NOTICE
other employment. Hopson
• The Murray Board of asked the court to find these
Zoning Adjustments will meet damages in excess of $500,000.
in special session at 4:30,
In addition to the constitutoday at city hall to consider a tional violations,
the lawsuit
dimensional variance for a
Steele's
claims
attempts
to force
detached garage in the side
yard of 1307 Fleetwood Drive. Elliott to include him in the
• The Murray Planning amusement business violates the
Commission will meet in spe- state's penal code, particularly
cial session at 5 today at city criminal solicitation, theft by
hall to review the minor subdi- extortion, soliciting unlawful
vision plat for 109 Jameswood compensation and official misconduct.
Drive.
Attempts to reach Steele for
• To report a Town Crier
!tern. call 753-1916.
comment were unsuccessful.

From Front
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A Halloween Joke For You .
A Skeleton went into a tavern, the bartender said, "What can I
et you 7" The Skeleton answered, "I'll have a beer and a mop'

Coil or stop by today.
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You may have heard we have had "nasty little bug"
visiting. We believe he Xon his way out and will
ja
/•-•
be gone by the time you read this.
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KentuckyloBrief
Lone survivor of Kentucky plane
crash released from hospital
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The lone survivor of the airliner
crash at Lexington's airport bat killed 49 people
was released from
a hospital Tuesday to begin several Weeks
of rehabilitation.
James Polehinke, co-pilet of Comair Flight 5191, had been at the
University of Kentucky Hrispital since the Aug. 27 crash at Blue
Grass Airport.
University spokesman /ay Blanton said the fariiily asked that he
not release Polehinke's condition or the location of his rehabilitation.
Earlier Tuesday, in bone interview with The Associated Press,
Polehinke's mother, Hoy Jackson, said she thought it was too soon
for him to be released t,jt that he was eager to leave the hospital.
"I want my son to s1k out of Kentucky," Jackson said. "I don't
want him in a wheel
Got to stay strong. Got to believe in miracles."
Polehinke was at ie controls of Comair Flight 5191 when the
plane headed down too-short runway and crashed into nearby
farmland shortly aft takeoff.

New hospibl planned for Owensboro

OWENSBORO,(y. AP) — Owensboro Medical Health System
will build a new 1 million-square-foot hospital that is expected to
create up to 800 ices in the next decade, the hospital's CEO said.
The company vill spend an estimated $500 million to build the
facility, a project ctspected to take five years, the Messenger-Inquirer
of Owensboro retorted Wednesday.
Jeff Barber, the hospital's president and CEO,told the newspaper
Tuesday that the new hospital will add 140 beds, bringing the total
to 487. It will also increase the number of operating rooms from 14
to 24, he said. The hospital serves an 11-county area.
•
A site has not been seleced yet, Barber said.
He said 500 or more jobs would be created at the new hospital,
while another 300 would be in offices of the 40 additional doctors
the hospital is trying to attract.
The hospital currently has 2,690 employees and had a payroll of
$82 million last year, the iewspaper reported.

Man dies when truck rolls
back into water
MOREHEAD, Ky.(4P) — An eastern Kentucky man who had
launched his boat into Cve Run Lake died Tuesday when his truck
rolled back into the wat , Kentucky State Police said.
William H. Johnson 5, of Means in Menifee County, was at the
Warrix Boat Rally whln his pickup truck went back into the lake,
police said. He got
and tried to swim to shore but went under
water and did not resqface, police said.
Rowan County e rgency workers recovered Johnson from the
lake, and he was t n to St. Clair Regional Medical Center in
Morehead, where h as pronounced dead just after noon EDT.

Oa

Coal company pleads guilty
in fatal wreck
PIKEVILLE. . (AP) — An eastern Kentucky coal company
pleaded guilty to Iowing operation of an overweight coal truck that
was involved in -wreck thin killed a Martin County preacher.
Ashland-basei Appalachian Fuels initially pleaded innocent to
the charge ste 'rig from the death of the Rev. Lonnie Preece but
changed its ple o guilty after reaching a settlement in a wrongfuldeath lawsuit ded by Preece's widow, the Appalachian NewsExpness report. Tuesday.Appalachian.Fuels.and its foreman, Scott
D. Sturgill, wee cited in Pike County on March 7, 2004, for allowing a coal truef to carry 150,150 pounds of coal —88,150 pounds
more than the 2,000-pound legal limit.

Vledoesiday, October 4, MK•3A

McConnell not expecting Foley fallout
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell said
several of this year's Senate
races are close but he's not
expecting Republican candidates to be negatively affected
by he Internet scandal involving a former Florida congressman.
Former U.S. Rep. Mark
Foley resigned Friday following
reports of salacious instant messages with underage male congressional pages. House Speaker
Dennis Hastert rejected calls for
his resignation Tuesday amid
allegations from Democrats that
Republicans knew of Foley's

questionable western. Kentucky legislative
communica- races.
tions months
McConnell said the Foley
ago but failed scandal could affect races in the
to act.
U.S. House, where Democrats
McConnell, hope to win a majority. But
the
Senate's * McConnell said he didn't expect
second-ranking that to extend to the Senate,
Republican, where McConnell is widely seen
declined
to as the leading candidate to
comment become the next Senate majority
McConnell
Tuesday on the leader if Republicans retain their
calls for Hasten to resign, The majority status. Current Senate
Paducah Sun reported.
Majority Leader Bill Frist is
"I'm not in the House and stepping down to consfder a posthat's not my business," sible presidential bid in 2008.
McConnell, of Louisville, said
"What he is accused of is outwhile on the campaign trail in rageous," McConnell said of

Foley. "If he's guilty, I hope they
put him not just in the jail but
under the jail. But I can't imagine ,that what he did will affect
any Sedate races."
McConnell also said he didn't believe Bob Woodward's
new book, "State of Denial,"
would affect the fall election.
The book contends that
President Bush is misleading the
public about the Iraq war.
"It will have zero impact on
the election because -it is a
Washington Beltway issue," he
said. "Most Americans don't
know who Bob Woodward is
and they couldn't care less."

AWOL soldier pleads for leniency
RADCLIFF, Ky. (AP) —
Darrell Anderson didn't get a
hero's welcome when he
returned from a tour of duty in
Iraq in 2004. Instead, his mother, Anita Dennis, was the only
one waiting at the airport for the
Purple Heart recipient.
To Anderson, 24, the lack of
a hero's welcome was fitting of
a war he no`w calls "illegal" and
went to Canada to avoid serving
a second tour of duty in.
"No Iraq war veteran will
ever be remembered as a hero,"
Anderson said.
But, it was a hero's reception
a group of supporters, anti-war
protesters and family gave him
during a press conference that at
times became a pep rally
Tuesday, shortly before he surrendered to the military at nearby Fort Knox to face a charge of
desertion.
Anderson, a member of the
Army's 1st Armored Division in
Germany, fled to Canada in
2004 after getting orders to
return to Iraq a second time.
Anderson, a Lexington native,
said while in Iraq, he killed
civilians and realized the
American military was making
things worse, not better.
"I feel that by resisting I
made up for the things I did in
Iraq," Anderson said. "I feel I
made up for the sins I committed
in this war."
To World War 11 veteran Les
Powers, Anderson's only sin
was abandoning his military
unit. Fowers shouted and jabbed
his finger at Anderson as he left
for the aearby military post.
"They should have shot you,"
Powers shouted.
Anderson returned to the

•

AP
Darrell Anderson kisses his mother, Anita'Dennis, after she spoke in support of her son's decision to flee to Canada rather than redeploy to Iraq, at a news conference in Radcliff,
Ky. Tuesday. Anderson, who surrendered Tuesday to military officials after asking for leniency
for his crime, said he deserted the Army last year because he could no longer fight in what he
believes is an illegal war. Anderson's wife, Gail Greer, is at right.
United States from Canada on case is processed. In three to not discuss Anderson specificalSaturday, with-his Canadian five days, he will be given a dis- ly, but said officers review
wife, Gail Greer, and mother charge of other than honorable AWOL soldiers' cases before
accompanying him.
— less than an honorable dis- they are discharged.
"I'm really anxious and nerv- charge, but a step up from a disAnderson joined the Army in
ous, but he's definitely doing the honorable discharge.
January 2003 to get money for
right thing," Greer said. "I just
At that point, he should be college and to serve hie country.
hope people listen to what he free from his military commit- He went to Iraq a year later with has to say."
ment and face no other charges, the Army's 1st Armored
Attorney Jim Fennerty of Fennerty said.
Division, and over the ne,
Chicago said Anderson will be
"He's not a criminal," seven months he was in the dtiinterviewed by military investi- Fennerty said.
of the fight against insurgents.
gators, given a uniform and
Gini Sinclair, a spokesHe was wounded and
assigned to a barracks while his woman for Fcirt Knox, would received a Purple Heart in 2004

MESSAGE TO THE PUBLIC
I am again asking for your vote and support in the Nov. 7
Election.
I have had two successful years as your State Representative, and
I believe that my hard work and experience have paid off for our
community.
In the short time that I have served in the Kentucky Legislature I
have gained the respect of both parties. This has happened
because I have taken the attitude that I represent people, not parties, and I work equally with both sides to pass legislation that will
benefit all people, not just a select few.
The experience gained as Mayor of Murray, as chair of the
Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corporation
Board, and as a member of the State Economic Development
Board enabled me to "hit the ground running" when I arrived as
a Freshman Legislator in Frankfort.
Experience and knowledge are both highly respected in
Frankfort, and I believe that I bring. both to the table when negotiating with other legislators on behalf of our community. This has
enabled me to be particularlreffective in gaining funding for education and for water and sewer line extension money.

VOTE

MELVIN HENLEY
STATE
REPRESENTATIVE
on November 7

Unlike many who run for public office, I am not in it for the money
or for an ego trip. My only thought is to represent the people of
Calloway County to the best of my ability, and to make sure that
we receive our fair share of state money.

I would appreciate your vote and
influence for the
November 7 election.

PAID FOR BY MELVIN HENLEY. CANDIDATE
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To the Editor,
I have been following with great concern the press
accounts ,of recent legislation concerning rules for treatment
of persons detained by the United States military and intelligence agencies. The arguments are complex and difficult to
follow, and the legislation is hard to understand.
The complexity hides an ugly discussion: our president
and many legislators supported legalizing what others consider torture of suspects and then denying those suspects a fair
trial. This is being done in the name of patriotism and
"national security." What happened to the United States that
stood up to totalitarian regimes and championed freedom?
Now is the time for concerned citizens to speak up for
American values. True patriotism demands upright behavior
from our leaders. Clinging to the rights and freedoms set
forth in the U.S. Constitution promotes our national security.
We don't need new legislation that protects "interregators."
The executive and legislative branches of government have
let us down. We can only hope the courts will uphold our
constitutional heritage of freedom.

7.

Jane F. Trigg
Murray. Ky.

Letters to the Editor Policy
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071, faxed to 270-753-1927,
or e-mailed to editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and
have address and phone number. E-mailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400
words and must.be typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the
right to edit or reject any letter on the basis of
length, style, spelling, grammar, libel, good
taste and frequent contributors to the Forum
page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single
out sponsors, businesses or individuals by
name, except those directed toward the community as a whole, will not be accepted.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
www.house.gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
www.prn Punning Punning .senate. gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #1

Washington, D.C. 20510

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin henleytt Irc.ky goy

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken:Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

GOP fears more bad news coming
By ANDREW TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House
page scandal engulfing former Rep.
Mark Foley and House Republican
leaders enters its sixth day with Speaker Dennis Hastert working to. hold onto
his job and the GOP rank and file
worried that the pre-election drip, drip
of damaging political news isn't over
yet.
The daily disclosures about Foley's
salacious Internet exchanges with former
teenage congressional pages has GOP
lawmakers and conservative activists
fearing the foibles of other politicians
may be exposed.
"People are very, very concerned,"
Rep. Ray LaHood. R-III., said Tuesday
night. "I think ther;....4,ge..ioing to be
more disclosures."
"We have heard rumors that other,
similar activity has occurred involving
additional congressmen and will be
released prior to the November elections,- said the Arlington Group, a
coalition of 70 pro-family conservative
groups.
Republicans are increasingly nervous
about their November midterm election
prospects and Hastert. R-III.. is working
to contain the fallout and retain his job
as the scandal dominates the 24-hour
news media and the Internet blogosphere.
"I'm not going to do that."" Hasten
said when asked Tuesday by conservative talk show host Rush Limbaugh
whether he would quit his post.
President Bush, speaking at a Stockton. Calif, elementary school on Tuesday. said he was disgusted by the
Foley revelations and voiced support for
Hastert.
"I know that he wants all the facts
to come out." the president said.
Conservatives debated whether
Hastert should resign over his handling
of the controversy.
Activist Richard A Viguerie called
for Hastert to step down. "The fact

that they just walked away from this, it Foley messaged.
sounds like they were trying to protect
Foley's attorney. avid Roth, said at
one of their own members rather than
a news conference i West Palm Beach,
these young boys," Viguerie said on
Fla., on Tuesday tha he had no reason
Fox News.
to believe that Foley "eVer had teenage
Yet the Christian Coalition said it
boys at his house to ave alcohol."
was standing behind Hasten, and AriRoth said Foley. 5 had himself
zona Republican Rep. John Shadegg
been molested between the ages of 13
circulated a "Dear Colleague" letter in' and 15 by a clergymal but added that support of Hasten. saying calls foi the
Foley "does not blame he trauma he
speaker to resign were "unwarranted
sustained as a young 4lescent for his
and fundamentally unfair."
totally inappropriate e- ils" and- instant
Hasten sayt he first heard details of
messages. "He continue to offer no
the Foley matter last Friday when ghe
excuse whatsoever for h conduct."
story was breaking. The No. 2 House
Roth insisted Foley n er had had
Republican. Rep. John Boehner of
sexual contact with a mi r. He said
Ohio, and House GOP campaign chair
the former Florida congnisman, who •
Rep. Tom Reynolds of New York said
had kept his sexual orienation
they had spoken with Hastert about a
wanted people now to kn4w that he is
complaint concerning a former page
gay.
from Louisiana last spring after being
The House ethics co
tee. meantold about it tsji Rep. Rodney Alexanwhile, scheduled its first .eting on
der. R-La., who had sponsorecl the .teen. Foley's actions for Th
alread
Hastert sought to blame Democrats
session. The House voted 1 t Friday to
for leaking sexually explicit computer
direct the ethics panel to i uire into
instant messages between Foley and
the matter.
former pages from 2003.
Foley resigned abruptly • Friday
"Democrats have ... put this thing
after being confronted with ie 2003
forward /
to try to block us," Hasten
instant message exchanges.
told Limbaugh.
The FBI announced over e week"It's absolutely not true," countered
end it was opening a prelim ary invesHouse Minority Leader Nancy Pelcsi,
tigation into the matter.
D-Calif.
Separately, Kirk Fordham,
ABC News, which first reported on
Reynolds aide who was a lo time forinitial online exchanges from Foley that
mer aide to Foley, told The sociated
were questionable but not graphic. says
Press of counseling Foley on friday on
sexually explicit messages reported last
how to deal with the develop
story.
Friday were provided by former pages
Fordham said when he leard the
after its initial report Thursday.
details of some of the instant essages,
ABC News said Tuesday it had
he confronted Foley.
obtained additional instant messages.
"I said: 'Are these authentic'
1 and
"Can I have a good kiss goodnight," she said 'probably' and he confmed
Foley was said to have messaged in
that they were likely his instan mesone. A boy responded with cyber symsages." Fordham said.
bols and "kiss.
Reynolds immediately said F ey had
In another message. Foley invited the to resign and GOP campaign al s
teenager to his Capitol Hill town house
drafted a resignation letter.
"for a few drinks" even though he
knew the boy was under the legal
Associated Press writers Davi4 Espo
drinking age. "We may need to drink
and Devlin Barrett contributed td this
at my house so we dont get busted,"
report.
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I have an opportunity in
my Freshman Orientation
class and in my Teaching
class to talk with my students about how they envision their lives after graduating from Murray State University. In fact, I have
focused on
that very
thing.
That might
seem odd
for a class
full of first
year students or
for a class
full of
prospective
Home and teachers, to
talk about
Away
life after
By James
college, hut
Duane Bolin
I think it
Ledger & Times is crucial
Columnist
for students
to consider
seriously
during their college years
how they plan to spend the
rest of their lives.
Is it possible for these
bright and hopeful students
to discover while here at
Murray a life's work? How
does one decide what to do
when one "grows up'
In the 1920s. H. V. Morton perfected the art of travel writing Jan Morris, an
admirer and present-day travel writer, described Morton
as "the much-loved master of
the genre. often imitated but
never matched." Morton
produced books like "In

Search of London," "A Traveler in Spain, "In the Steps
of the Master," "A Traveler
in Italy,- and my favorite.
"In Search of England."
I have sa friend who reads
Morton's "A Traveler in
Rome- non-stop. No; I
mean non-stop! When he
finishes the book. he turns
back to page one and begins
iigain. I don't know how
many times he has read the
book! It's now beyond
counting. He simply reads
it perpetually.
That brings me to the
point of this column. Morton knew much about an
idea that is usually reserved
for religious folk, for ministers or priests or shamans II
mean those that follow a
religious vocation as opposed
to a secular job). I am
referring to the idea of "calling.**
H. V. Morton demonstrated through his life and work
that one can he called to a
vocation without donning
religious garb. If anyone
was called to write sophisticated, eloquent travelogues, it
was Morton. I know of
individuals who have been
called to be pharmacists.
teachers of preschoolers. doctors, veterinarians, lawyers,
coal miners, college presidents, farMers, and whether
called by Clio or God, historians.
The writer/theologian Frederick Buechner broadened the
concept by simply stating
that "calling- is the place

where "our deep gladness
and the world's deep hunger
meet.In his travels through
England, Morton met up
with a man on a country
lane carrying, conspicuously,
a wooden bowl. "Well," the
man called out holding up
the bowl. "What do you
think of that?" Morton did
not know how to respond,
although he didn't fail to
notice that the "bowl had a
marvelous grain," and an •
unusually "fine smooth finish."That." the man said, "is
the work of the last bowlturner in England. He lives
over the hill at Bucklebury.
A most interesting survival.
Quite remarkable. You
ought to look at his workshop. for you will never see
another one like it!"Before people used
pewter for plates and
tankards.- he explained,
"wooden trenchers, drinking
cups. and bowls . . . were
used by everyone." "Well.
in Elizabethan times pewter
came in fashion and wooden
things were used only by
poorer people. Then came
china and glass.Now, there was only one
maker of wooden bowls left,
and Morton was encouraged
to meet him. He did as he
was told. And when he .
found his way to the bowlturner's workshop and peered
inside, Motion wrote that -to
say that eight hundred years
seemed to have stopped at

the door conveys nothing.
The room was an Anglis
Saxon workshop!"
After the craftsman
demonstrated his art. Morton
could not help but tell him:
"You could make a lot of
money if you wanted to."Money?- 'the artist I
said with a slow faun-like
smile. "Money's only storing up trouble, I think. I
like making bowls better that
I like making money."
Astonished, Morton asked
him, "Will you say that
again7
"He leaned against the
door of the hut, his homely
brown face shaded by his
green floppy hat, and said it
again, slightly puzzled." "I
like malting bowls better
than I like making money."
"But you will have
guessed that I wished to
hear for the second time the
voice of a craftsman." Morton concluded. "the lover of
his job, the proud creator of
beautiful, common things; a'.
voice that is now smothered
by the scream of machines."
Morton had experienced
the art of an artist who,
unable and unwilling to do
anything else, lived out his
calling as the "last bowlturner in England.That is my wish for my
students, that during their
time at Murray State they
will discover a calling, work that they simply cannot live
without.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Dorothy Nell Williams
Mrs. Dorothy Nell Williams, 53, Downing Road, Kirk.sey, died
Monday, Oct. 2, 2006, at 12:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Born March 2, 1953, in East St. Louis, Ill., she was the daughter
the late Elmer Ardie Burgess and Geneva Millington Russell
Burgess. She was also preceded in death by two brothers, Clifton R.
and Elmer J. Burgess.
Survivors include her husband, Larry E. Williams; two-daughters,
Mrs. Michelle Williams-FitzPatrick, Orlando, Fla., and Ms. Crystal
Lynn Williams, Big Branch, La.; two sons, Terry Wayne Williams
Jr., Carndenton, Mo., and Michael Norman Williams, Jacksonville,
Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Vera Mitchell, Fairview Heights, Ill.; three
brothers, Harold Burgess, Fancy Farm, and Richard Burgess and
Eugene Burgess, both of O'Fallon, Ill.; threesrandchildren, Thomas
Alexander FitzPatrick, Jonathan David FitzPatrick and Emily Ann
Williams.
A graveside service will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Asbury
Cemetery. Visitation will be from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Thursday at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.

a

Mrs. Dia Alice Travis
The funeral for Mrs. 014 Alice Travis was today,(Wednesday) at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King' Funeral Home,
Benton. Rev. Mark Thweatt officiated. Burial was in' the Benton
Cemetery.
Mrs. Travis, 102, Benton, died Sunday. Oct. 1, 2006, at 11:10
p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was a member of Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Lowell Travis; one
daughter, Mrs. Mildred Proctor; one great-grandchild, three sisters
and four brothers. She was the daughter of the late Tom Ross and
Annie Josephine Jones Ross.
•
Survifthrs include two daughters, Mrs. Anna Lou Collins,
Benton, and Mrs. Mavis Duncan, Murray; two sons, Charles Travis
and Donald Travis, both of Benton; 13 grandchildren; 24 greatgrandchildren; several great-great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Mary Luetta Griffith

The funeral for Mrs. Mary Luetta'Griffith will be Thursday at 1
p.m. in the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home. Rev.
Stan Reid and Rev. Billy Griffith will officiate. Burial will follow in
Dg, Kenneth Ray Bowman
the Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
A memorial service for Dr. Kenneth Ray Bowman will be tonight
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
at 6 in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Tim Palmer, Dr. (Wednesday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Alive
Jim Davis and Keith Bowman will officiate.
Hospice, 1718 Patterson St., Nashville, Tenn., 37075. Tributes may
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 6 p.m. be left online at rnilnerandorr.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Project Hope Humane
Mrs. Griffith, 93, Paducah, died Sunday. Oct. 1, 2006 at the Alive
Society, P.O. Box 125, Metropolis, Ill., 62960.
Hospice, Nashville, Tenn:
Dr. Bowman,47, Brewers Highway, Benton, died Sunday, Oct. 1,
Retired from Lone Oak Elementary'School cafeteria, she was a
2006, at 7 a.m. at his home.
former employee of Claussners Hosiery Mill. She was an active
He joined the -faculty in Murray State University's School of member of Lone Oak Baptist Church and a chapter of the Order of
Agriculture in August of 1995 and was promoted to professor for the Eastern Star. After her retirement, she was "Nana" to many chilthe 2006407 academic year. He was a former recipient of the Board dren in Lone Oak. Her husband, Benjamin F. Griffith, and one son,
of,Regents teaching award for the school of agriculture; was co- James Ralph Griffith, both preceded her in death. Born July 6, 1913,
foUnder and co-editor of Chrysalis, the MSU Journal of she was the daughter of the late Barney and Ora Brockman Bowlin.
Undergraduate Research; former residential college head of
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Molly J. Morales, Paducah;
Springer/Franklin College; a Roads Scholar captain; served on the one son, Michael L. Griffith and wife, Ronda, Franklin, Tenn.;
President's Salary Equity Committee; and served as chair of the grandchildren, Kellie Griffith-Tabor and husband, Dave, and
Research Policy Committee.
Melissa Ann Morales Norris; and one sister, Mrs. Marie Brown,
He was born Oct. 8, 1958, in Paducah and was of Jewish faith. Symsonia.
His stepfather, Bill English, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Christina Bowman,to whom he Mrs. Catherine R. Downs
was married June 29, 1991, in Charleston, S.C.; his mother, Mrs.
A graveside service for Mrs. Catherine R. Downs will be Friday
Janice English, Metropolis, Ill.; his father, Kenneth Hershel at 11 a.m. at Rock Creek Cemetery in Seneca County, Ohio.
Bowman and wife, Patsy. Rosebud, Ill.
Visitation will be Thursday from 4 to 8 p.m. at Walton-Moore
She is also survived by two sisters, Mrs. Tonya Ramer and hus- Funeral Home, Sycamore, Ohio. Expressions of sympathy may be
band, Kenny, Germany, and Tiffany Bowman, Rosebud, Ill.; five made to Melmore United Methodist Church.
brothers, Kerry Bowman and wife. Vicky, and Cory Bowman,
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray, Ky., was in charge of
Metropolis, Ill., Kevin Bowman and wife, Kathy, Madison, Ala., local arrangements.
Keith Bowman and wife, Rhonda, Mayfield, and Craig Bowman.
Mrs. Downs, 89, formerly of Melmore, Ohio, died Saturday,
Orlando. Fla.: several nieces and nephews.
Sept. 30, 2006, at 7:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
A homemaker, she worked 10 years for Harolds & Josephs
Glenn Wayne (Lee) Smith
department stores in Tiffin and Fremont. Ohio, and also for Senior
A graveside service for Glenn Wayne (Lee) Smith was today Friends in Tiffin. She was a member and former Sunday school
( Wednesday) at 11 a.m. at Hamlet Baptist Church Cemetery. Rev. teacher of Melmore United Methodist Church.
Robert Chandler officiated. Collier Funeral Home, Benton, was in
Born Dec. 31,1916, in Wyandot County, Ohio, she was the
charge of arrangements.
daughter of the late Oscar C. and Pearl Miller Beidelschies. She was
Mr. Smith, 41, Commerce Street, Hardin, died Monday. Oct. 2, married April 21, 1957, to John M. Downs, who died Dec. 13, 1974.
2006, at 2 a.m. at his home.
Also preceding her in death were two brothers, James E. and Carl D.
He was disabled and of Baptist faith.
Beidelschies.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Chester Lee and Jean
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Janis Shultz and husband,
Edwin, Murray; five nephews, David, Richard, Jim and Mike
Tubbs Lee, and one brother, Mike (Moonie) Smith.
Beide-Ischia; and Scott Shultz; two nieces, Kathy Bridinger and Peg
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Donna Hoover Smith; one
daughter, Samantha Smith. Dexter; two sisters, Mrs. Sharon Lee Beidelschies; 12 great-nieces and nephews; six great-great-nieces
and nephews; three great-great-nieces and nephews.
Riley, Murray, and Mrs. Marilyn Chandler, Benton.

'Horribly embarrassed' West Virginia
lawmaker unsure about election
bid after revealing photos are aired
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP)

— A state senator said he is
evaluating whether to continue
his bid for a second term after a
Charleston television station
aired revealing pictures of him
last week.
"My family has urged me not
to withdraw from the election
and I will work with them to
make a decision in the immediate future," State Sen. Randy
White, a Webster County
Democrat, said in a letter to
newspapers in his district.
An apologetic White also
wrote that he was "shbcked" and
"horribly embarrassed- after
WCHS-TV aired photos depicting him and .øt least two other
men wearing only body paint.
"The pictures were taken
approximately two years ago in
private and-were stolen from my
personal computer." said White,
51, a married father of three. "I
am not sure why they were
given .to the media, but I must
assume for obvious political reasons."
WCHS said it received the
photos anonymously on a compact disc. The various photos.
censored by the station, were
shown for about 80 seconds during a 5-minute news segment
alleging White was the apparent

victim of a blackmail plot. The
station aired the segment during
several newscasts last week.
White did not mention extortion during a brief Monday
interview with The Associated
Press or in Tuesday's letter.
White wrote that he had been
working with his family to overcome a "personal identification
situation" and to overcome
depression for which he has
been treated through medication
for over a year.
-I am a religious person and
have been for some months
praying to God to help my fam-

lf

Gingrich says Hastert
shouldn't resign over
handling of scandal
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Former House Speaker Newt
to
Gingrich said Tuesday that his
i
successor, Dennis Hastert.
appropriately handled the after
math of a scandal involving a
Florida congressman and salacious, explicit instant messages
to underage male pages.
Gingrich on Tuesday dismissed a call for Hasten's resignation by. The Washington
Times, a conservative newspaper
whose editorial page editor is
I
Gingrich's former press secreRep. Mark Foley
tary, Tony Blankley.
"I do not agree with'that, and
Republicans while Democratic
I think it's very premature and
scandals, such as Bill Clinton's
very
inappropriate,"
said relationship
Monica
with
Gingrich, who was in Lexington
Lewinsky, don't affect other
to give a speech to the
Democrats. He also questioned
University
of
Kentucky's
the timing of the release of the
Sanders-Brown Center on Aging
information, just a few weeks
Foundation.
before the midterm elections.
Rep. Mark Foley, R-Fla.,
Evert if there was suspicion
abruptly resigned Friday after
about Foley. Gingrich said, there
news reports surfaced that he
is little that could have been
sent inappropriate instant mesdone legally.
sages to teenage boys who once
"You just had the Democrats
worked as House pages.
vote against wiretapping for the
On Tuesday, House Majority
purpose of getting terrorists, but
Leader John Boehner, R-Ohio,
it's OK to wiretap for the pursaid Hastert told him last spring
pose of getting Reptiblicans?"
that a Louisiana page's comhe said. "I don't understand the
plaint about Foley had "been
double standard."
taken care of."
As a freshman member of •
Gingrich, a Republican who
Congress in 1983, Gingrich took
represented a district in Georgia,
a hard line approach against two
said it appeared Hastert did all
congressmen who were accused
he could by sending another
of having sexual relationships
congressman to confront Foley
with congressional
pages.
about the charges. Beyond that,
Gingrich tried to get the conGingrich said, the information
gressmen forced out of office,
he had at the time wasn't
but the House voted to censure
"actionable."
them instead.
"You look him in the eye,"
He said treatment of the
Gingrich said."You say,'This is
Foley situation is a'testament to
dangerous. It's inappropriate.
how far the country has come in
You can't do it.' And, in this
child protection cases.
case, we now know that
"The mood was that it was
Congressman Foley lied. Now,
almost a joke," Gingrich said.
when you catch him in the lie,
"I'm glad the House, in fact, is
you then take stronger action.
taking this much more seriously.
But, until you catch him, you
I think it's a healthy sign for the
can't presumptively do that."
country that we realize that these
Gingrich suggested there is a
kinds of behaviors are dangerdouble standard that Republican
ous and that we are prepared to
scandals reflect badly on all
protect young people."

Are you looking for a bank that knows you by name yet still offers the most
up to date products and services? At The Murray Bank, Murray's ONLY
local bank, we offer financial products that meet your needs now. Like
Health Savings Accounts, Health Savings Accounts(HSAs)are one of the
fastest growing type of accounts on the market today. Designed to help
people with high deductible health plans save and pay for their medical
expenses, HSAs are now available at The Murray Bank. Stop in
The Murray Bank today and see if a Health Savings Account is right for you.
The Murray Bank - Small enough to know you...Big enough to serve you!

STOCK MARKET REPORT

Investments Since 1854
Dow Jaws In& Avg. —11750.4 + 23.3
Air Products

+ 014

AT&T,Inc.

• 0.16

BR&T

• 0.10
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Intel
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Brim% & Stratton
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Merck

+ 0.01

Bristol Myers Squibb

II33 0.01

Caterpillar

• 1.13

Chevron Texaco Carp-6331 + 037
Daimler Chryaltr — 0.83 • 0.08
Dem Foods

411.117 • 0.24
+ 0.24

Exxon-Mobil

Subscribe
to the
Murray
Ledger &
Times,
call 7531916

ily and me through this tragic
and troubling episode in my
life," the letter said.
In its news segment, WCHS
said it had reported the disc and
its contents to the FBI.
White served three terms in
the House of Delegates before
winning his seat in the 1 1 th
Senate District in 2002.
Republican Harold "Pete"
Sigler is challenging White in
the November election. Sigler
did not immediately respond to
messages requesting comment
Tuesday.
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I he Murray Bank Customer Service Representatives include (front) Jeanne Orr,
Jane Curd, (back) Patsy Hale, Brenda Sykes. VP Retail Deposits and Cathy
Stockdale.
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w How Banking Should Be
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iDavis recognized as Above and Beyond Employee
: Murray-Calloway County
:Hospital is pleased to recog:Mit Susan Davis, Clinical Spe:Cialist in information Systems,
p.or receiving an Above and
award through the Jour- .
tney
to
Excellence
program at
L
he hospital.
Davis was nominated for
Lthe award for all the hard work
,.
.she
put into planning the Service Awards Banquet. The
tbanquet was also a milestone
tyear for Davis, who has worked
Pat MCCH for five years.
"Susan is always willing to
'help.
in functions beyond her
•
:normal job duties, whether it's
:a bake sale,- United Way cam:paign, or helping in this year's
F' wards banquet," said Regina
avison, Interim Director of
nformation Systems. "We real-.
y appreciate the extra effort
she puts forth in these areas."
Davis is married to Richard
who works for Vanderbilt
Photo provided
'hemical. She has two chil, yen: Sarah, who attends UK, Murray-Calloway County Hospital recently recognized Susan Davis, Information Management,
• nd Alaina, Who is four years with an Above and Beyond Award. Pictured with Susan from left are Keith Travis, VP of
old. ,Her hobbies include par- Human Resources: Brad Bloemer, VP of Finance; Davis, Keith Bailey, CEO; and Regina
ticipating in marathons with Davison, Interim Director of Information Systems.
her daughter Sarah. traveling,
.and socializing. She enjoys program at MCCH_ provides deeds or acts that result in and beyond required job duties,
_helping with community organ- the opportunity for guests, positive guest relations, fulfills will be reviewed and recogizations such as Red Cross and patients, and employees to rec- one or more of the hospital's nized by MCCH. Cards to
• 'United Way because they pro- ognize MCCH employees for values: "Moving forward with nominate employees for going
vide support and resources any good deed, big or small, compassion, confidentiality, and "Above and Beyond" are availby completing a card describ- honesty built upon respect and able at the hospital and off'locally.
The Journey to ExceHence ing the deed or act done. Those teamwork," and . gc•es above site facilities.
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'Stitch Creatively' workshop
to be taught this month .
Are you able to use your
'sewing machine to its

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

A

5.

We're feeling lucky — Lucky
Brand that is!! We have just
received more styles in the jeans
and really cute tops, hooches and
tee shins We have styles for
women of all ages.
To celebrate our new line of
Lucky Brand we will be giving
away a pair of Lucky jeans of your
choice to one -lucky- customer
All you have to do is come and
register. The jeans will be given
away on Fnday. October the 20th
You'll love all of our new sportswear from Clock — great lightweight jackets
vests, and
sweaters. They're perfect for fall
weather.
Have you got your leggings yet?
Fry our. from Spans. they will
e%en make you look slimmer.
Spans makes the Power Panties
and tights that have been shown on
Ophrah. Jane Pauley and the Today
•
Show
Hosiery is in for fall, especially
darker colors We have had the
hare look for many seasons
We have some beautiful items
that have arrived from Joseph
Ribkoff. They would be wonderful
tor Homecoming dances or other
holiday occasions Trench coats
are a hot item tot fall and ours
from Joseph Ribkoff are fabulous,
you'll feel like a mo%te .tar
they're so stylish
Long necklaces continue to dominate the fashion scene in jewelry
season is all about long gold
chains arrayed with ornate trimmings and precious shines and
4, head.
l'his tall is a mixture of random
pattern.. textures, fabrics and metals the laid-hack look in tops,
las kct. and Kans are perfect weekend weal
This season you'll want to mix
some of the romantic styles with
tailored menswear Vintage looks
arc still a must as well as the west
tin influense With so many styles
to .hoose from you'll be glad you
same in to check us out.
New
.amvals
daily
Congratulations to Jennifer
Cornelison who won the jewelry
lam foamy
.
Quote of the Week -Someone
kabd haractef is what a person
does when nobody is kxAmg •
.Anonymous
tome in soon -- he sure to register for the tree pair of Lucky leans
Sias tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion rerklet
Mon

40.1C1CfllfT
no.

UP
,
.

XS South 12Ih
Mum* KY • 7S3-7441
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Murray Training School Class of 1956
will have a 50-year reunion on Friday,
Oct. 13, at 7 p.m.. in the private dining
room at The Big Apple, 1005 Arcadia Cir°le, Murray. Each will order from the
menu with a 20 percent gratuity added to
the cost.
qp Saturday, Oct. 14, the group will
meet'for the breakfast buffet at Ryan's
Family Steak House. Later the group will
Jo's
attend the Murray State University homeDatebook coming parade. A MTS tent will be at
By Jo Burkeen Tent City, sponsored by Jerry Shroat.
The Fommittee requests that members
Community
submit a short autobiography with school
Editor
memories before the reunion even int will
not be possible for you to attend. There is no charge except
for your meals. Reservations may be sent to Donald Crawford, 419 Camelot, Murray, KY 42071 or call 753-5384.

SS representative here Thursday
A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

MHS Fastpitch Club will meet
Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet today at 5:45
p.m. in the school cafeteria. All persons interested in the girls
softball program at Murray High and Murray Middle are urged
to attend.

Barnett Cemetery plans meeting
Barnett Cemetery, Poplar Spring Road off Ky. 280, will
have a business meeting at noon followed by a potluck meal
on Saturday. Persons unable to attend may send their donations for the maintenance of the or metery to Hazel Jean Brandon, 1604 Keenland Dr., Murray, KY 42071 or Dale Campbell, 1906 Melrose Dr., Murray, KY 42071.

Habitat for Humanity event Friday

fullest? Do
you know
how to use
some of
those special feet,
attachments,
or needles
that came
with your
sewing
Extension
machine?
Notes
ParticiBy
pants will
La Dawn Hale
learn valu- Calloway County
able tips
Extention Agent
such as
for Family &
using 'a
Consumer
double neeSciences
dle to
quickly hem a sweatshirt or
tee shirt that is too long.
Other techniques to be
taught include couching, stippling, bobbin work, stitch
building and using a wing
needle and a rolled hem
foot. The ideas would be
great for ready to wear.
The workshop will be
taught Tuesday, Oct. 24,
from 12:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. at the Graves County
Extension Office in Mayfield.
Each person will need to
bring their sewing machine
and a list of supplies to
actually work on some of
the techniques being taught.
To register for the workshop and to' receive a list of
supplies needed for the
workshop, please call your
county esignS'ion office by
October 20 to register.
Some supplies will be furnished. A $5 registration
fee will be collected at the
workshop. Class size is
limited.
Purchase Area Master
Clothing Volunteerk rimder the
direction of the University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Program will teach the
workshop.
Educational programs of
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race,
color, age, sex, religion, disability, or national origin.

SUBSCRIBE

You'll Get a Lot of

MTS Class of 1956 plans
50-year reunion Oct. 13

The Murray-Calloway County Habitat for Humanity 'will
sponsor a 4-person golf scramble on Friday at 1 p.m. at the
Miller Memorial Golf Course. The cost, $50 per person, will
cover greens fees and a cart. Prizes will be awarded including a Jeff Compass for a hole-in-one, sponsored by Cain's
Chrysler Dodge Jeep. For more information or to enter the
scramble, contact Chuck Hulick at 753-0323.

Thursday TOPS Club will meet
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
Thursday at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Angel Alert issued by center
Lau,Two Angel Almsjoys,been issued by Abie C.nikawcaoty Family Resource Center. A single mother of two needs two
twin beds with mattresses and box springs; and another single
mother needs a good mechanical car. Anyone having any of
these to donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

Johnson will visit here today

Photo provided

Pictured is Martha Broach as she portrayed Susan B. Anthony
at a meeting of the Murray Woman's Club.

Broach portrays Anthony
at Woman's Club meeting
Martha Broach portrayed
Susan B. Anthony at the general meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club on Thursday
evening at the club house.
In her portrayal of Anthony. Broach provided the members a history lesson of an
early Equal Rights Activist.
Her depiction of Anthony's fearless life both enthralled and
inspired those present.
Anthony helped to organize
the woman suffrage movement
which worked to get women
the right to vote. She was born
in 1820 and died in 1906.
Broach challenged the group
to exercise their rights as United States citizena and as women
for which Anthony fought.
The speaker retired as office
manager of Kentucky Farm
Bureau insurance where she
worked for 35 years. Broach
is an active member of First

Mileage out of

Our M U lb-Ca r Discount.
If you drive two or more cars in your family, we may be able to
save you money. Call me. Stop by... Log on - it's your choice!
Dale Willis
201 N 5th St. Murray
(270) 753-8485
etsvalnalveillts-insurance corn

•

Nationwide'

On Your Side"
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United Methodist Church. and
a member of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Her history of community
service includes being a past
member of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board,
Calloway Public Library; Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross, Calloway
County Cancer Society and
Oaks Country Club.
Broach
volunteers with
MCCH Pastor Care, Red Cross
Disaster Team. MCCH Hospice and Helping Hands(church
program).
She wis the recipient of the
Murray Rotary Club 2003-2004
"Service Above Self' award.
Broach and her husband.
Ray, of 54 years have one son.
Terry Broach, and two daughters. Gale Cornelison and Kathie
Pierce, and five grandchildren.
Hostesses for the social hour
were members of the Sigma
and Creative Arts Departments
of the club. Other departments
are Alpha. Delta. Garden,
Home, Kappa, Music, Theta and
Zeta.

Rick Johnson, who is running against Bill Cunningham for
Kentucky Supreme Court, will be at the Weaks Community
Center from 4 to 6 p.m. Wednesday for a meet-and-greet event.
The event is sponsored by Dardanella Durham, Glenn and
Aleisha Fritts, David and Patricia Harriington, Rick and Adam
Lamkin, _David and Camela Ramey, Paul and Virginia Randolph and Jack and Janice Rose. Hot dogs. chili, desserts and
soft drinks will be provided. For more information call David
Ramey at 227-5992.

Bethany Baptist plans revival
Bethany' Baptist Church at New Concord will have revival
services starting tonight and continuing through Sunday. Bro.
Kenneth Newsom, evangelist, will speak at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday through Saturday and at II a.m. and 6 p.m. on, Sunday.
For information or transportation call Bro. David Cunningam,
pastor, at 436-5243.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at the club house to leave for a "Fall
Color and Decor with Luncheon" at Ami Grimm's of Lone
Oak. The luncheon cost will be $15. A collection for CARE
will he taken.

Dexter Clothes Closet open Thursday
The Clothes Closet will be open on the first and third
Thursdays from 8 a.m. to noon at Dexter Baptist Church. For
information call Linda Young, coordinator, at 437-4890.

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open
Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray. next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

MHS Soccer teams plan banquet
Murray High School Boys and Girls soccer teams will have
a banquet on Monday. Nov. 6. at 6:30 p.m. on the third floor
of Murray State University Curtis Center. Tickets at $13 per
person can be purchased through Oct. 30 by calling the MHS
office at 753-5202, Lori Crouch at 809-3964 or Belinda Peebles at 753-8802.
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Adams and Nyert

Farmer and Milanes

Susan and Terry Adams of Dexter announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Marsha Gail Adams,
to Phillip Richard Nyert, son of Tina and Derrek Griggs of
Murray and Richard Nyert of Independence, Mo.
Miss Adams is the granddaughter of Mildred and Bill Adams,
Barbara and Jim Crittendon and the late Charlie Snyder, all of
Murray.
Mr. Nyert is the grandson of Josephine Christianson and the
late Richard Christianson of Kirksey and of Phillip and Martha
Nyert of Independence, Mo.
The bride-elect is a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed as an activities director at Fern Terrace Lodge of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 2001 graduate of Marshall County
High School and is employed by Nephron Pharmaceuticals.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 28, 2006, at 2 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World building, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Stom

Gary and Tena Lee of Mayfield announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Amanda Dawn
Farmer, to Rafael Antonio Milanes III, son of Rafael and Rose
Milanes of Tampa, Ha.
•
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Ernestine Lamm of
Mayfield and Margie Farmer and the late James Fanner of
Wingo.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Candidad Colon of
Miami, Fla., and Aida Collado and the late Richard Collado
of Tampa, Fla.
Miss Farmer is a 1997 graduate of' Graves County High
School and a 2005 graduate of Bob Hogue School of Real
Estate. She is currently employed at Charles Rutenburg Realty Inc., Tampa, Ha.
Mr. Milanes III is a 1996 graduate of Jefferson High School
and a 2005 graduate of Bob Hogue School of Mortgage Brokers. He is currently employed at First Rate Mortgage, Tampa,
Fla.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 7, 2006, at 6 p.m. at
the home of the bride-elact, 500 Cardinal Rd., Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Katie Canup of Hardin and Jamie Stom of Benton were
married Saturday, June 17, 2006. at West Fork Baptist Church,
Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Randy and Darlene Canup of
Hardin. She is the granddaughter of Jimmie and Jo Dawson
of Calvert City and Joe Canup and the late Jane Canup of
Benton.
The groom is the son of James and Sally Stom of Benton.
He is the grandson of Chuck Cope and the late Sue Cope of
Benton and of Aubrey and Linda Stom of Almo.
Officiating at the ceremony was the groom's father, Bro.
James Stom.
Janie Canup, Hardin, sister of the bride, was the maid of
honor.
Bridesmaids were Nikki Stom, Kirksey, sister-in-law of the
groom, and Jill Madding, Mayfield, sister of the groom.
Flower girls were Sydney and Taylor Canup, Benton, nieces
of the bride, and Zoe Stom, Kirksey, niece of the groom.
Jeremy Stom, Kirksey, brother of the groom. was best man.
Groomsmen were Josh Canup. Benton, brother of the bride,
and Dale Madding, Mayfield, brother-in-law of the groom.
Ring bearer was Ty Stom, Kirksey, nephew of the groom.
A reception was held in the fellowship hall of the church.
The bride is a 2004 graduate of Marshall County High .
School and a 2006 graduate with an associate of arts of West
Kentucky Community & Technical College. She is employed
•
at Bank of Benton.
The groom is a 2004 graduate of Marshall County High
School, a 2006 graduate with an associate in science of Wet
Kentucky Community & Technical College, and is now attending Murray State University. He is employed by Alcan Composites.

Prebook Your Holiday
Decorating During October
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& Receive 10.
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A man respected and
dedicated to serving the people
of his community.
A 1985 graduate of the University of Kentucky College of Law,
Dennis has handled over 13,000 cases as our current Circuit Judge.
However, his commitment to this community reaches far beyond
his role behind the bench. It's the lives he has touched, and continues
to touch as a husband, father, coach, school council parent member,

Kentucky's
Public Ivy University _

Taking

(4uNe4

Getting Started With
Introduction to
Introduction to
Windows XP
Microsoft PowerPoint
Computers
Two Mondays,
Three Tuesdays,
Three Thursdays.
Dec. 11 and 18:
Oct. 19. 26 and Nov. 2. Oct. 31, Nov. 7 and 14;
6-8 p.m
6-8 p.m
6-8 ..m.
Intro
act on to
Introduction to
Introduction to
Microsoft
Word
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Access
Three Mondays,
Three Mondays,
Three Thursdays, Nov 3C
Oct. 30, Nov. 6 and 13;
Nov. 20, 27 and Dec. 4;
Dec. 7 and 14: 6-8 p.m
6-8 p.m.
6-8 p.m.
Home an ''ce
Internet and
Introduction to
Internet Security Microsoft Publisher
E-mail
Three Tuesdays.
Three Wednesaays.
One Tuesday.
Nov 29. Dec. 6 and 13
Oct. 10, 17 and 24,
Nov. 28
5.30-8:30 p.m.
6-8 p.m.
6-8 o.m.
Conversational
Groat Proposal Workshop
Plan Insets for larf People (bay)
Japanese 1
One Saturday
One Friday,
• to
Ter To._ )..cvs. Oct
Dec. 8;
Dec. 9;
Dec 19(no class on '
9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m
6-7 on
Piano Lessons for Busy People ACT Prep Workshop
Ballroom Dancing
Halt-Day Saturday,
(Intermediate)
Five Thursdays. Oct
Dec. 2;
e bdiuway
19, 26. Nov. 2. 9 and
9 am.-Noon in Murray
Dec q l 00-4.00 p r
16: 7:30-9 p.m.

deacon and Sunday School teacher, that help define who Dennis Foust
is and what he means to this community. It's those experiences
outside the court room that have helped him serve our community
as afair and just Circuit Judge. So please vote November 7th to

Mikado, Liao Das*
Five Mondays, Oct. 16, 23,
30, Nov. 6 and 13;
6-8 p.m.

Doggy Duty

ENROLL
TODAY!

Oct 12, 19 and 26.
6-8 p.m

Murray State University has partnered with the
International Business Training Association (IBTA) to
offer courses toward a Certified Business Professional
credential. The Certified Business Professional Program
is an international industry credential that validates and
develops the business professional. The first module in
this series will be "Customer Service", which will focus on
the foundation needed to build life-long customer relationships through the development of positive customer
care approaches. Call for enrollment details.
Four Mondays, Nov. 6, 13, 20 and 27; 6-9 p.m.

270-809-3659; 1-800-669-7654 Ext. 3659
OMB

INN

INN

INN
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Land Between The Lakes will
celebrate Wolf Awareness Week
GOLDEN POND. Ky. —
Land Between The Lakes(LBL)
National Recreation Area will
observe Wolf Awareness Week,
October 15-21, at Woodlands
Nature Station.
The Nature Station participates in the Red Wolf Recovery Program, a captive breeding program for the endangered tied wolf.
Wolf Awareness Week at
LBL is a great time to come
Out and learn more about. this
rare animal. Fun, exciting, and
educational programs will be
featured throughout the week
for people of all ages.
This year's events *will feature a special visit on Saturday. Oct. 21 at 1:30 p.m. from
John Taylor, manager of Tennessee
National
Wildlife
Refuge, who will take us back
to his days at Alligator River,
N.C., the home of the only
wild population of red wolves
in existence.
"Wolf Awareness Week is
an opportunity to learn about
these amazing creatures." said
Jami Carroll, Nature Station
interpreter. "It gives us a chance
to appreciate wolves for their
beauty as symbols of wild

nature and as predators that
help maintain biodiversity within habitats."
Wolf Awareness Week is
also a time to dispel some of
the common myths people have
about wolves. "One of the
myths we will discuss are that
wolves are evil, like the characters in fairy tales such as
Little Red_ Riding Hood," added
Carroll. "People often think
that wolves attack people, or
predators are bad because they
kill other animals." Visitors to the Nature Station will have an opportunity
to view two captive red wolves
during
special
programs
designed for Wolf Awareness
Week, and learn more about
this rare animal and its comeback from the brink of extinction.
All Wolf Awareness Week
programs are free with Nature
Station
admission
except
evening programs. Programs
throughout the week will
include:
— Sunday, Oct. 15 - Really True Stories: The Three Little Pigs, at 1:30 p.m.; Howling Your Head Off at 2:30
p.m.

— Monday, Oct. 16 - Meet
the Red Wolf at 1:30 p.m.
— Tuesday, Oct. 17- Communicate with Canines at 1:30
p.m.
— Wednesday, Oct. 18 Wolves: The Truth Behind the
Myth at 1:30 p.m.
— Thursday, Oct. 19 - Hungry Like a 'Wolf at. 1:30 p.m.
— Friday, Oct. 20 - Who's
Afraid of the "Big, Bad Wolf?"
at 1:30 p.m.
— Saturday, Oct. 21- Track
Craft from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m:
Tracking the Wild at 11 a.m.;
Hope for the Red Wolf at 1:30
p.m.; Prowling & Howling
(reservations required) from
6:30 to 8 p.m.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the USDA Forest
Service, in partnership with
"Friends of LBL," to provide
public lands outdoor recreation
and environmental education.
Visitors are encourage to review
the website at www.lbl.org each
season, and throughout the season. for the Calendar of Events
and updates on programs and
policies. Additional LBL information is available by calling
1-800-LBL-7077 or 270-92420(X).

Photo provided

Grumpy Old Men will perform at Heritage Ball.

Grumpy Old Men will be featured at
Heritage Ball in Murray on Nov. 18
The Murray Woman's Club
will present for your dancing
and listening pleasure, the
Grumpy Old Men,feature entertainment at the Heritage Ball,
on Saturday, Nov. 18, in the
Curris Center ballroom at Murray State University. Four musicians make up the group with
instrumentation of piano, bass,
drums and saxophone. Vocals
occur spontaneously tempered
only by .the situation.
The members of the band
are as follows:
R. H. Pruitte, Paducah,
pianist. Sometimes affectionately called "H." he is a retired
music teacher who now does
missionary work on out-of-tune
pianos and takes jazz cruises
to restore and replenish.
- Scott Mile, the bass man,
is MSU's bona-fide piano and
instrument technician. He
spends loads of time in his
cave in the fine arts building

on campus.
the Mood; It Don't Mean a
Dean Hughes, percussionist Thing If It Ain't Got 'That
extraordinaire, is sometimes Swing; Moonlight Serenade;
called a "drummer." Dean is Bill Bailey; Bye, Bye Blacka computer guru in real life bird; Fly Me to the Moon;
and. lives with his wife and The Girl from Ipanema; Hello
many children in Princeton. Dolly; Someday My Prince
Roger Reichmuth, saxophon- Will Come; When You Wish
ist, occasionally intones a Louis Upon A Star; Blue Moon;
Armstrong-style vocal. He Embraceable You; I'm in the
retired from Murray State Uni- Mood for Love; My Funny
versity after 32 years of employ- Valentine; The Nearness of You;
ment in the music, fine arts Over the Rainbow; Stardust; and
and development areas.
Unforgettable; just to name a
Two members of the combo few.
have worked together in bands
Tickets for the Heritage Ball
for over fotir decades; the drum- are $40 and are available at
mer has only been on the scene The Gallery in Murray; any
with them for about 30 years. club member, by calling 809Song selections include bal- 2234
or
e-mail
at
lads, waltzes, fox-trots, jitter- kay.hays@murraystate.edu.
bug tunes, swing tunes, Dix- Proceeds for this non-profit
ieland beats, Latin rhythms and. fundraiser will go toward Clubupon very special request, house improvements/restorapolkas. The Grumpy Old Men tion.
have a repertoire of over 500
songs including favorites: In

Photo provided

Pictured, from left, are Daniel White, Elizabeth Powell and Wes Bolin.

MHS students named Commended Students
in the 2007 National Merit Scholarship program
Teresa Speed. Murray High are being recognized for their
School
principal, recently exceptional academic promise.
announced Wes Bolin, Elizabeth Although they will not continPowell and Daniel White. MHS ue in the 2007 competition for
seniors, have been named Com- Ment Scholarship awards,Commended Students in the ,2(X)7 mended Students placed among
National Merit Scholarship Pro- the top five percent of more
gram. A Letter of Commenda- than 1.4 million students who
tion from the school and Nation- entered the 2007 competition
al Merit Scholarship Corpora- by taking the 2(X)5 Prelimition INMSC). which conducts nary SAT/National Merit Scholthe program, will be present- arship
Qualifying
Test
ed by the principal to these (PSAT/NMSQT).
scholastically ,talented seniors.
"Recognition of academicalAbout 34,0(X) Commended ly talented students and the
Students throughout the nation key role played by schools in

their development is essential
to the pursuit of educational
excelfence in our nation," commented a spokesperson for
NMSC. "The young people
being named Commended Students have demonstrated outstanding academic potential by
their strong performance in this
highly competitive program.
We hope that this recognition
will help broaden their educational opportunities and that
they will continue to pursue
scholastic excellence."

,Special service to be held at Calvary Temple
Pastor Darrell Young and
First Lady Shad Young of Calvary Temple. U.S. Hwy. 641
South, Murray, will have a
Night of Renewal: Renewing
our Minds. Marriages and Missions. on Friday. Oct. 6. 2006,
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the
church.

Guest messengers will be
David Parish and Patty Parish.
senior pastors of Christian Fellowship Church, Benton.
Pastor and Mrs. Young were
married Dec. 3. 1984.
All married couples are invited to the Mass renewal of
wedding vows and Holy Corn-

munion.
A catered meal from Murray State University Food Services will be served at a cost
of $10 per couple. Reservetions for the meal should be
made by today (Wednesday)
by calling 753-7389.

Photo

Carter honored with surprise birthday
Clyde (Casey) Carter was
honored at a surprise birthday
party held on Sept. 3 at Ryan's
Family Steak House, Murray.
His cake was decorated with

red, white and blue and an
American flag. Two poems,
written for Carter, were read.
Attending were Mariana
Douglas, Ruth-Agnes Riley,

PLEASE BE OUR GUEST...

Hear Christ Proclaimed
October 8th - 13th
James Hahn

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

Everyone Is Welcome...
Bring Your Bible and Let Us Reason Together.
Truth Does Not Fear Investigation...
Don't Let Someone Else Do Your Thinking For You!!

10:00 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Dorothy Carter Guthrie, Baby
Ruth Carter Hayden, Helen Tidwell, Jimmy Carter. Frankie :
Darnall and Eddie Carter, all
cousins of the honoree.
Also attending were Rita
Allen, Karin Hardison, Ray,
Melissa, Steven, Rebekah,
Rachel and Garrett Elkins,
Donna Holden, Frances Hargrove, Calene Felts, Tony and
Nila Riss, Talmadge Riley. Dick
Douglas, Irene Carter, Carolyn
and John Sheridan, Willis and
Wilma Jean Sanders, James
(Red) Cooper. and Mark and
Veronica Riss.
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Murray H.S.

Sunday A.M. Bible Study
Sunday A.M. Worship
Sunday P.M. Worship
Monday thru Friday

provided

Clyde (Casey) Carter is pictured with some of his cousins at his birthday party.

y

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

West Murray Building

Holiday Dr.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST

View 01.1 1'
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

Corner of Doran Rd. and Holiday Drive in Murray, KY
Take 94 West(Main St.) to Doran Rd turn left, go past Murray High School,
4th Street on left is Holiday Dr.

1-800-363-4720
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Murray State University earns HP leadership grant
MSU News Bureau ,
Murray State University is
one of 10 two-andfour-year colleges and universities across the
United States selected to receive
a 2006 HP Technology for
Teaching Higher Education
Leadership grant. The schools
will share a total of $1.2 million
in cash and equipment awarded
by HP
All 10 HP Technology for
Teaching Higher Education
Leadership grant winners were
previous ripients of HP
Technology for Teaching higher
education grants and were invited to apply for additional investment support. They were selected for reinvestment because of
their success integrating the HP
technology into their classroom
curriculum,
demonstrating
measurable, positive impact on
student achievement and proposing innovative plans to
expand and sustain their new
approaches to teaching and
learning.
Murray State University will
receive an HP award package
valued at more than $120,000.

This package includes two wireless HP tablet PCs, two HP digital projectors, two RP pnnters
and two HP digital cameras for
faculty use, 40 additional HP
tablet PCs for student use, and a
cash stipend of $1Q,500.
In addition, the grant
includes travel expenses for one
participant to attend the
Worldwide HP Technology for
Teaching Higher Education
Conference in February 2007.
Deans from each of the Murray
State colleges have also committed funds to purchase tablet
PCs tor their participating faculty.
"Our goal is to transform
teaching practices and improve
learning across campus," said
Dr. Terry Derting, a professor in
the department of biological sciences and director of the HP
project. "Based on outcomes of
our initial HP project and published research, use of mobile
technology stimulates faculty to
vitalize and revise their teaching, and to think about the learning that occurs in their classrooms."

Faculty experts will act as
mentors for new faculty participants from all colleges on campus, helping them incorporate
tablet PCs into their teaching
activities. Tablet PC use will be
emphasized in five learning
environments: large lecture
classes, small classes, field
courses, undergraduate research
actitrities, and distance learning.
Participating faculty will be
engaged in professional devel-.
opment activities in teaching
practices, technology-assisted
teachuig, and use of evidencebased approaches_ to making
teaching decisions. They will
also disseminate successful
models and applications of technology-assisted
teaching
through presentations, workshops, and publications.
Through these efforts "we
have and will continue to build a
campus-wide community of faculty who have documented evidence of improved learning in
their classrooms. These faculty
will further catalyze transformations in teaching practices and
learning environments across

campus and elsewhere". said
Doting.
Michael Wetherholt, director
of the Murray State office of
Sponsored Programs said, "In
my experience within the private grants arena, technology
awards like this are few and
often very difficult to receive.
For Murray State University to
be among the top 10 institutions
nationally to receive this prestigious grant from HP is an honor.
Moreover, without the tremendous proposal development
effort from Dr. Derting and the
additional fiscal support from
the university deans, the campus
would not be receiving this
tremendous improvement to
learning."
The HP -grant also complements an existing grant from
Microsoft to assess the education value of tablet-based teaching.
"Out ability to obtain grants
from HP and Microsoft is a
result of faculty members who
are dedicated to using technology, to improve teaching: and
learning," said Dr. Ricky Cox,

associate professor in the
department of Chemistry and
project director of the Microsoft
tablet grant. "Early efforts to
develop instructional activities
that included the tablet PC were
in the college of science, engineenng and technology. These
gran' ts led to a campus-wide tinnative that will positively
impact student learning."
Murray State University's
excellence in improving student
learning through creative applications of technology, such as
tablet PCs, relies heavily on its
Center for Teaching. and
Learning Technology.
• ,
Director Linda Miller and her -staff provide workshops, seminars, technology forums and online courses to meet the needs of
faculty in all disciplines yearround. BY staying abreast of the
rapid advances in educational
technology, the Center for
Teaching
and
Learning
Technology helps faculty find
new approaches and solutions
for enhancing student learning.
"Through the Leadership
Grant, HP offers additional

equipment and trammg so that
the excellent work already
tktnonstrated by these educators
can be expanded," --said Bess
Stephens, HP vice president
Philanthropy and Education.
"Wt are delighted to make these
reinvestment grants so that even
more educators and stlidents can
benefit from innovative applications of technology.. to improve
teaching and learning!"
, The HP Technology for
Teaching program is designed to
improve student achievement
through the. innovative use of
technology in the- classroom.
Since -2004, HP has contributed
more than $36 million in, HP
Technology for ,Teachmg grants
to 650 schools worldwlik.
The overall 'program is tir-.
geted to both K-12 and two- and
four-year colleges and universities.
•
More information about HP's'
Technology for Teaching program and the 7,006- HP
Technology
for
Teaching
Leadership grant recipients is
available
•
at
www.hp.dornIgoltipteach..

State Marchilig Band Championships to be at WKU
RICHMOND, Ky. — Tickets are now
available for purchase for
the 2006
Kentucky Music Educators Association
(KMEA)
State
Marching
Band
Championships Saturday, Nov. 4 at Western
Kentucky University. One hundred fortyone high school bands from 95 of
Kentucky's 120 counties are participating in
this year's events.
"The KMEA State Marching Band
Competition gives our young adults something to be passionate about. Whether their
band advances or not, the competition produces well-rounded students who understand the importance of teamwork, dedication, and self-esteem. The added bonus is
that, being involved in their school music
program, they can walk away from this
experience as outstanding musicians with
friendships and memories that will last a
lifetime," said Lynn Cooper, president of
KMEA."For the more than 8,500 students,
who have prepared for this event since midsummer, the KMEA State Marching Band
Championships are the ultimate experi•

SI

•

To qualify for the state championships,
bands must achieve at least one proficient
rating (score of 60 or better) through participation in no more than six of the 53
KMEA-sanctioned contests scheduled Sept.
9—Oct. 21 throughout the state. Each band
receiving the proficient rating will then
advance to the Regional Quarterfinal competitions.
Regional Quarterfinals are held on Oct.
28 in six locations, three in the eastern part
of the state and three in the western part of
the state.
• Class A East — North Laurel High
School
• Classes AA and AAAAA East — Shelby
County High School
• Class AAAA East — Rowan County
High School
•Class A and AAAA West — Hopkinsville
High School
• Class AA and AAA West — Caldwell
County High School
• Class AAAAA West — Central Hardin
High School
top eight bands from each regional

competition — a total of it bands in each
class — will meet for semi-finals competition
on Nov. 4 at the following locations, all of
which are in the Bowling Green area:
• Class A — Warren East High School
• Class AA — Bowling Green High School
• Class AAA — Franklin-Simpson High
School
• Class AAAA — Allen County —
Scottsville High School
• Class AAAAA — LT Smith Stadium at
Western Kentucky University
The top-fotir scoring bands in each class
will move on to the finals competition to be
held beginning at 5 p.m. on Nov. 4 at the
Western Kentucky University L. T. Smith
Stadium. The event will conclude with the
naming of a state champion in each class.
Tickets for Oct. 28 regional competitions
are $8 and can be purchased at each event
site. Tickets for the Nov. 4 semi-finals and
fmals are $8 and $10 respectively and can
be purchased either in advance through
KMEA or at the event sites.
For more information or to purchase tickets, contact,KMEA at(859)626-5635.
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AT THE SHELTER: These two cats are among the many
animals available at the Murray-Calloway County Animal
Shelter. Pearl, left, is an adult female Russian Blue
Domestic short-hair, gray mix, while Trina, right, is a
female adult tabby, Brown Domestic, medium-hair. For
additional information, contact the shelter.
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Football team, community remembers
girl slain in Colo, hostage standoff
BAILEY, Colo. (Al') —
Nearly a week after a 16-yearold girl was fatally shot by a
classroom intruder, the Platte
Canyon High School football
team took to the field Tuesday
night — but not without pausing
for a moment to remember her.
The game, held a day before
the school was to reopen for the
first time since the shooting,
included a release of pink balloons before kickoff to honor
Emily Keyes. The team also
wore decals reading "Emily" on
their helmets.
"It's not often young men are
called to play football for something more important than the
game itself," athletic director
Jim Owsiany said over loudspeakers. -Today they are called
to play for Emily and for the
town of Bailey itself."
Keyes was killed Sept. 27 as
a SWAT team blasted its way
into the classroom, trying to rescue her and another girl from the

intruder, 53-year-old Duane
Morrison. Morrison shot and
killed himself after killing
Emily, authorities said.
Authorities said Morrison
had taken six girls hostage but
released four. All were molested
or sexually assaulted, Sheriff
Fred Wegener said.
Students and parents were
invited to return Wednesday
morning to retrieve the books,
backpacks and other items left
behind as the building was evacuated during the crisis. High
school classes were scheduled to
resume on Thursday.
The second-floor classroom
where Emily was fatally wounded — Room 206 — and surrounding areas will be sealed off
for the rest of the school year,
Platte,..
Canyon
School
Superintendent Jim Walpole
said. He did not say whether the
room would ever be used again.
Walpole said the school has
hired more security personnel

since the shooting and increased
supervision of hallways and
other common areas. He said
adults will be required to wear
name tags in the school, and
school officials plan to review
crisis plans.
After the game, the team
gave Emily's father, John
Michael Keyes, a signed game
ball that he held up. He told the
crowd: -Thank you for your
thoughts, your prayers, your
assistance and your actions. 1
love you guys," a phrase his
daughter had text-messaged to
her family in the hours before
her death.
Columbine High School
Principal Frank DeAngelis, who
has guided that school during
the trauma and aftermath of the
1999 massacre that left 15 dead,
attended the game, a 35-27 loss
to the Colorado Springs
Christian School Lions.
"I don't think Columbine
High School or Platte Canyon

AP

Members of the Colorado Springs Christian School, back, join the players of Platte Canyon
High School in a prayer before the teams take part in a Class 2A regular-season football game
in Bailey, Colo. Tuesday. The prayer was for Platte Canyon student Emily Keyes, who was
killed by a gunman who entered the school last Wednesday. The game was the first for Platte
Canyon since the shooting incident.
High School will ever return to
normalcy," he said."You have to

move on, you have to cope, you
have to heal, but our lives are

changed forever"

switch to the network with the

Photo provided

HOMECOMING HALLS: These two Murray High School
students work to decorate a hallway at MHS in preparation for this weekend's homecoming festivities.
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OUR PROMISE HAS BEEN TO IMPROVE
YOUR WIRELESS EXPERIENCE EVERY DAY
AND WE'RE DELIVERING.
Testing from the leading independent res*,a+l
company proves that Cingular has the
dropped calls of any wireless car:ler.
THE ALLOVER NETWORK -.A
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COLORFUL SIGHT: A rainbow glows against dark
clouds as a storm passes over downtown Appleton, Wis.,
Monday evening
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ADVERTISING SALES
MURRAY-CALLOWAY

COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Murray Calloway County
Hospital
is currently accepting
bids for
`14

professional and

general

liability insuranc,

Paid holidays and vacation, health
and dental plans, salary plus commission,
are all part
of an excellent benefit package.

Interested parties should
contact
Brad Bloemer, CFO, at

Interested applicants must apply
by resume
only;interviews will be granted to
qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed.
Absolutely no on-the-spot interv
iews will be
conducted.

bbloemervAtnurrayhospital.or

g

or phone 270-762-1104.
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Nadal

The Murray Ledger & Times
is currently
accepting resumes for the positi
on of Sales
Representative. Responsibilitie
s for this
position include working with
established
businesses to sell advertising,
develop
advertising plans and devlop new
accounts'
in Murray and surrounding are
as. Must
enjoy working with the public and
be selfmotivated. Prior sales experience
a plus.

NO PHONE CALLS PLE

VisM Wanted
FREE!!! Plan now to
help celebrate the
Hazel Day Celebration
Its• first imeekend In

October by free setup
at State Line Ranch &
Home, 705
Main
Street, Highway 641,
Hazel. KY. Call now for
your reservation. Arts
and crafts and flea
market vendors are
welcome.
270-4926144. Contact Larry,
Lynda, or Barry.
ROAST beef special
back on Thursday.
Sandra D's 293-3816.

•
41 West Kentucky
Workforce

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant. Competitive
wages & benefits for
perm. full-time position!
Motivated/Energetic./Or
ganized.
Multi-line
phone, customer service, data entry of
orders, MS Office,
accounting knowledge
preferred.
Send
resume to: P.O. Box
123, Almo, KY 42020
Of
email:
'Mae@ yahoo.com

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

Must

be

dependable. Hourly,
plus bonuses. Apply in
person at Signmasters,
8503 U.S. Hwy 68 E.
Benton (Fairdealing)

1/1S,11 11T45

ATTENTION
Katrina Survivors
YOU may be eligible for
cash assistance and/Or

'Housing
300 Hammond Drive
Hopkinsvilie, KY 42240 *Utilities
•Clcanng

'Childcare
*Vision

Requirements: Current or
prior teaching
certificate. Willing and abl
e to be trained on
Math, Academic Reading,
Writing,
Beginning Reading and
Algebra.
To work with students
in all grades'
"
enthusiastic and positive
approach to
teaching. Wages based
on an hourly rate.
Paid training is provided.

'Tools

To apply call

CALL TODAY!

270-759-5010
Or

I earning
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Office of

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice of Law tncludin
BAN:MO.11'Y ‘tisisT‘Nutt 1111'11-.
&I
cRIMINAL 1)1 I I \sl
DIVORCE/CI S I
PROR \I I

753-1752
THIS IS .1.N ADS lit

THE BULLPEN
Now booking private
parties. receptions 8
meetings
Several
catering choices available, Court Square.
Murray. 293-4602

gona.

e-mail us at
sylvanofmurraya niunity-ky.i

tet
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORT
UNITY

"COME JOIN A WINNING TEAM"
SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC

FRANCHISE SEEKING ALL
POSITIONS.

Let us combine over 40 years of
proven restaurant success with
your experience to make a new addit
ion to our restaurant family.
Promotion from Within
Paid Vacation
Medical & Dental Plan
Must Pass Background Check
401K
Drug Free Work Environment

Please apply in person:
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
KFC
accepting applications
205
N.
12th Street
for
a
Quality
Improvement Nurse.
Murray, KY 42071
Applicant must be
We have restaurants in the foll
licensed in the state of
owing states:
KY. Applicant must be
Alabama. Mississippi. Tennesse
Lost end Found
e,
& Kentucky
able to work some
night
s
and
week
ends
.
JUST give us a call.
Long term care experiwe'll be glad to help.
060
ence a plus. Apply in
Your loved one well
'
AU
TO
TEC
HNI
Nsg Weald
CIA
N
WA
NT
perso
ED
n
at Brillhaven of
try to find,
Brandon Auto World Pontiac-Cadill
Benton 2607 Main
'Cause we all have
ac is
JUST in time for
Street Benton. KY
looking for a qualified Auto tech
Furry or Feathered
nician.
Christmas! Go for the
4202
5
No
phon
e
calls
Friends Here at the
Must have own tools. Previous
green
Start your
work
please E0E/AAE
Ledger II Times
unlimited
experience desired. Interview in pers
earnings
on
opportunity with Avon,
at 1300 North 121 Bypass. Murr
ay,
Call 753-1916 CHILD care center is
the
company
for
Kentucky. Ask for Tina.
women and a few good
now accepting applicamen 781-3878, 888tions for child care
570-8496
providers to guide children birth through 12
FULL OR PART time
PIREWRIEll SUM COMM
HAIRDRESSER went
yaws apply at 109
Ism•in *row
housekeeping Murray
ed for fast growing
frti 7534111 - MIN 4144116
weir veliwaseelowaratrewerldLa
South 15th Street
Plaza Hotel Apply in
sew
salon 761-4247
Murray.
Person after 6 00P144

BRANDON 4111bW04111)

Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends
& have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

PART time office work.
Resumes only to 108
North 12th Street,
Murray.

& night. Apply in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, Murray.
No phone calls.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

RETIRED OR ACTIVE
TEACHERS PART TIME

specialized services.

1-800-928-7233

Person.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING

Taking applications
for all positions. Day

ASE.

FULL time telemar
keter. No experience
needed, will train right

FOOD PRODUCTION
EMPLOYEE, Murray
State
University.
Temporary, part-time
position. Hours 10AM
to 230PM, MondaySunday 4 to 5 days per
week. High school
graduate or equivalent
with six months to one
year of expenence irt
general food service
required. Must possess
ability to work well with
others. Will be trained
in all areas of general
food production, Salary
$7.00 per hour. Apply
at: Department of
Employment Services,
1405 North 12th Street,
Murray, KY 42071
(located in the Career
Discovery
Center).
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
EEO,
M/F/D,
AA
employer.

TOM'S Grille is hinng
cooks, servers and
dishwashers. Apply in
person. 1501 12th
Street after 1:00 p.m.
Donisstle &*Nan
CLEANING houses is
my business. Celt
Linda H. 759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
HOUSE cleaning. 270978-3196

Position Available
Director of Buildings & Gro
unds
Calloway County Schools
Calloway County Board of Educa
tion is currently seeking qualified candidates
for the
position of Director of Buildings
& Grounds.
A high school diploma or GED certif
icate will
be required with preferences for
a bachelor's
degree in related area and/or exper
ience in
physical plant management. The
successful
candidate must possess experience
s and qualities that will include, but not be
limited to
each of the following:
1. Experience in building/maintenance
trades
2. Experience supervising and evalu
ating staff
3. Experience regarding budget prepa
ration,
. supervision, and administration
4. Experience with state bidding requi
rements
5. Experience with school/public safet
y
concerns and ADA issues
6. High energy level and superior work
ethic
7. Exceptional organizational abilities
8. Ability to work as a central administra
tive
team member
9. Exceptional leadership ability in regar
d to
subordinate achievement
10. Creative problem solving abilities
11. High expectations for personal and
program achievement
12. Positive and progressive attitude
Interested individuals may obtain an
application from the Calloway County Boar
d of
Education at 2110 College Farm
Road,
Murray. KY 42071, visit our websi
te at
wwwcalloway.k12.ky.us or by calli
ng 270762-7300. Applications and resumes
with a
cover letter expressing the desire to be
considered for the position must be addre
ssed to
Director of B & G Search, at the addre
ss listed above. All applications must be recei
ved in
the board office no later than Octo
ber 13,
2006 Calloway County Schools is an
Equal
Education and Employer Institution.
IMMEDIATE opening
tor distribution manager Retirees welcome to
apply Job requires
extensive travel to our
warehouses across the
US 8 Canada 10 days
to 6 weeks at a time
Must have excellent
managerial skills, able
to manage & train 25100 people at a time.
Must have some computer skills Please call
Megson Delivery 270395-0296

060
lisg VANN

Extra Cash
for the Holidays!
Bomar fix all who are hind
&Turn, now awl October /NW!
A eatert with Kindred Healthcare Dr,y.i,
r,•.). nal
nerd hunk] the lute i.e want Heritage 114ano
r e'ratite
qinahhed indwidiails tot',., tannin. rtnne
-,,Sign -Orr

Nursies
$750 Sign-On Bonus!

CNA'
)500

Kwan!

icntagc Manor
Health Care Center
Viesighte
(-Aileen
eeneeed corradosn deo* cc.eac
t locy Purcell SOC 1-tereve
Mato • 401 1,.
.
10
340 •'A:00d KY 42(YNt. Email
"
Time lhocelleCe4.4heoehaye cnn Phone 270.2
47-0200
0r,.0 us onto.,a wurischnew
illie

stiliawskare
irsincind elecilhcoet d adr.qeee ennrcarnern

Responsible persons to prov
ide Relief
Provider Services for Developm
entally
Disabled/Mentally Retarded
adults in
the McCracken and Graves Coun
ty area.
Applicants must be 21 years old
with HS
diploma/GED.
Background
check
required. Send resume/appli
cation to:
Terry Hudspeth, Chief Oper
ations
Officer, Four Rivers Behavioral
Health,
425 Broadway,Paducah, KY 4200
1. EOE

PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
returns.
Seasonal
employment We will
train. Free tax course.
Call 753-9204 or 4374531.

PIZZA Pro is now
PART time mamte accepting applicabons
nance superv:sor to for drivers. Must be at
rural nursing home least 18 to apply. No
Contact Dutch Warren phone calls, please.
at 223 W. Chestnut. 605-C, South 12th
Puryear. TN. (731)247- Street.
3205 EOE
REAL Estate Licensing
Classes
enrolling.
LEAD singer for tradi- Hopkinsville
Of
tional country bent. Paducah.
Payment
Call
731-644-2967. Om.(270)223-0
789.
731-571-6463. Paris deloiseadams
0yahoo
area.
corn

WANTED
houses/offices
to
clean
Have references
Call
April
(270)474-1421, 2278504. Call anytime.

MOM COMPUTERS
A* Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3555
111211m4at Orr
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12M,
Murray.

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Wednesday, October 4, 2006
160
Hoene Fwaiiigs
FIXER upper home
Murray
and
west
Cakiway. 435-4770
GOOD treadmill 270227-7913
GOOD used refrigerators, electric raTiges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars 8 trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633.
TOP prices paid for
standing timber. 270345-2438

18' 2 5/16" bumper pul
trader with ramps, new
tires, 2-5200 lbs axles.
51.900. 6x10' single
axle enclosed 2"
bumper pull trailer,
side door, ramp rear
door 8- 16.5 wheels &
tires. $25.00 ea. Big
sign post 26'x24- with
platform, $500. Call
(270)293-5519 or 4988950 evenings.
BEAUTIFUL
1-1/2
carat, platinum wedding set. Marquise cut_
Paid $4,000, will take
52.000 080. 270-2938648
CINDERELLA .prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FIREWOOD for sale
270-227-9910
„
FOR sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictonal History and
Calloway County
Family History books.
Excellent Chnstmas
gifts. Call
759-4938 or 753-2350.
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
Amenca's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax. Starr. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD. DLP, &
(His
Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony. LG.
Zenith. & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
MONESSEN see thru
fireplace and logs.
Never opened. $1.600
OBO
Porcelain
Shirley
Temple does. Set of 8.
51,100060
Porcelain
Southern
Belle doll Full body, 311
tall, One of a kind.
52,000 080
762-9988 after 5 00.
NEW double carport.
$695. Free installation.
Call 270-804-3806 for
appointment.
STRAW for sale. $2.25
bale 489-2436 If no
answer, leave message
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

753-9075
(270)227-2193
Appliances

:.,

-.0....

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

SOLID wood 6 foo
dresser, matching do°
ble bed, $200 OBO
753-6965
TABLE & chairs, $75
Futon frame & pad,
.$60.- Two end tables
with
lamps,
$30.
Microwave,
$20.
Dresser with mirror,
S45. Comforter with
shams, pillows, sheets,
curtains, $50. Phone
(270)978-2504

160
Heats Furnishings

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fn. 9-5; Sat. 9-2
641N. 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture

753-8501

1972
Ford
3000
Tractor. Excellent con
ddion, new paint. 2,300
total hours, expandable
wheels. You will not
find a nicer tractor anywhere for the age.
Shows as new. Call
270-753-6156, 270293-6156

FARM trailers. 20 loot.
24 foot, & 30 fool. Also
a camper van. Can be
seen 1/2 mile west of
Lynn Grove or call 293'1231.

1BR, all appliances,
Oaks Apts., starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR 1.5BA. All appliances, new remodel,
1407-C
Michelle.
$525/mo.
Call
(270)217-4265
4BR 28A, all appliances, central hi/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Nlakc it a big e% cut Ill du. NItirra
30 words
or less*
1

# of
days
1

31 -70
words*
18

Now renting
Located 47205 4111 St

$16

2

$28

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

$20

3

$35

Jad,RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

MURRAY -Store and
Lock presently . has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
1-E!!lopi Prop For Rant
707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft. 7531252. 753-0606
APPROXIMATELY
1,500 sq. ft. brick
office budding.
Frontage on 121
Bypass. 753-2225 or
759-1509
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty
parking,
of
excellent location near
Judicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex. 7593772.

PET grooming
753-2915

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..1
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Equipped
BUSINESS Loans
Loans for any type o
equipment New ,o
used No money down
Past credit problems
OK Call Brad 270-7534801

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre 510.500 7536012

El

liontes For See

1983 Scliruttz mobile
home. 14x60. $2,950
OBO. 270-474-2257
213FtIBA, 11 acres, 3
stall barn 24x30 1 car
garage with shop
$52.000
492-8500.
293-8156
28R 2BA. $1,990
down. $221 per month
$105 lot rent. w.a c
270-293-9940
LAND/HOME PACKAGES as low as
$37,995" 3 & 4
Bedroom models available" Call now" 731554-4926
REPOS -- Singles &
Doublewides -- All must
go" Prices slashed"
Call now" 731-51149109
SHARP 3 Bedroom 2
,Bath Doublewide with
island in kitchen!! Must
See
Includes free
washer/dryer
731-

2,822 sq ft office or
retail 1306 N 12111
753-2905 or 293-1480
150
arlIdee
For Saki

CLEAN. C/H/A, W&D
hook-up. quiet, references. lease &
deposit. S 641 4928634
CLOSE TO
MSLP
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covered
picnic
area.
$275/mo unfurnished.
$325/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164
Southwood condominiums. All appliances Included. 7679948
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone
492-8721. Mon _8
Thurs
10-12am, TOD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity

hemp

YARD SALE
Formerly Bob's
Corner Store,
New Concord
Thurs & Fri
10AM-?
lots of bargains.
large Coca Cola
clock 8, other Coca
Cola items, burning
barrels - $6, lots
more. 293-1524

UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
28R $340.00
38R $425.00
5100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-6221
NEWLY
remodeled
inside & out New paint,
new carpet, new heat &
air 415 S 10th. $425
759-4696. 293-3710
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
8Plocial
$100 Deposit
1BR 1.325
2BR $375
Cab Today'
763-86611.

Absolute tile ask - &Kirov. 5,000 ei.ft. total
One cotes 2.S(X), uric coke' - 800. SOITIe 400
ul ft A under Bordirrs and deco tiles All must
Bring cash and truck or trader. All 1st qualgiatenal Ataking morn for new equipment
from fairgrounds on 121 North

HAMILTON TILE
3301 121N

MOVING
SALE
1629 Miller
Fri 10/6 &
Sat 10/7
8AM-4PM

38R 1BA. Stove. Wog
washer/dryer
Of11101.
$025 month. 502-419
3142

4 FAMILY
GARAGE
SALE
94E TO 280 4-1/2 miles,
turn right.
1130 Wright Rd.
Thurs. & Fri.
Chnstmas decoration, dishes, bedding. silverware.
baby clothes. pots &
pans, lots of clothes

Murray First
U.P.C. - 1945
Hwy 121N
10/5. 10/6. 10f7
8AM-7

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753- 7668

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national ongin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis.'
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income.producer.
$125,000. See listing
#27720 at
www.alltheltstings.com
270-753-4109, 270227-1545

after 35 years
moving sale

BIG YARD
SALE

TILE SALE
SATURDAY ONLY!
8AM-12PM.

753-3853

ROBERTS Petsrtting
(270)436-2269

dishes, clothes,
lots of everything

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Monday - 12PM
Monday - 4PM
Wednesday - 12PM

Friday
Saturday

Thursday - 10AM
Thursday - 12PM

A $5 fee will be charged for any copy or rundate changes made after ad is submitted. No changes may be
made after deadline. All ads must be prepaid. Ads may have only one address. Private party sales only.

'All Size Units
Available
Maw Have
Climate Control

MINI Dachshunds 6
weeks old, all red
females. 270-376-5711
MINIATURE
Schnauzer pups. No
shed, no dander. 3
females, 2 males. 2931482

Friday - 10AM
Friday - 10AM

a black background for 42 extra!
To advertise, call Jill or Julie at (270)753-1916 or
come by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray.
Office hours are Monday through Friday 7:30-5:Q0.
Email: classified@murrayledger.com
's
Fax:(270)753-1927

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAG

BOSTON Terriers, 6
weeks
old
9/29.
Registered
Males
$375. Females $425
Call M-Th 11AM-3PM.
weekends
anytime
759-4776

DEADLINE:

Monday
Shopper

Put

Haley ProfessiOnal
Appraising
for what It's worth'
(270)759-4218

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858

PUBLISH:

MAKE IT HOLD:

35 Acres sv/ 1/2 mile of
d front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346.8.7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.
8
acresColes
Campground area, city
water (approx. 9 lots)
210-3781

3500an acre
Approx. 12 miles N.W.
of Murray.
HOME 489-2450
CELL 293-8035

270

Ledger

DEADLINES:

PRICES:

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

EXCELLENT
rental
property or starter
home 28R with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot
$11,900 753-6012

AMIN
For Sale

1BR duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances furnished
including w/d. $350
month. 402 N. 8th 4362731

Having a Yard Sale?
GSC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (3T0) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

& Supplies

753-1713

2 matching sofas. 2
wingback
matching
chasm chair. 3 large oil
paintings, oak rolltop
desk, console TV 4892940 or 227-1995

1 & 2 bdr income
based apts No pets.
Leave a message. 270753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1, 2, 3 aetts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1BR apartment. Small
pets allowed. 753-8221
2BR 2BA, garage.
$600. 436-V.145

Murray Ledger & Tinies

SHERWOOD Forest
City amenities Approx
1 acre County school
*atm! 520.600 0130
762-9988
WEST Calloway
County Development
Lots for sale in Landon
Hills Subdivision Or wall
build to suit 210-3781
559-2032

Homes For Sea
BRAND new construc
lion recently reduced
by $20.000 3BR 2BA
master
suite
with
whirlpool tub and sep
shower, vaulted and
tray ceilings, brick.
large patio, end of
Edinborough West off
Robertson Rd. 2930139 or 753-1500
CATHEDRAL ceilings.
open, 38/28, 4+ acres,
FP, 32x32 metal bam,
$152,000,
south
Marshall
close
to
Murray. 270-853-2840
EXTREMELY
nice
home. 3BR 2.5BA, formal dining and living
room, family room, eat
in kitchen, in ground
swimming pool, 4 car
garage, wood & tile
floors,1.25 acres country, atmosphere in the
city. $284,000. 2930139 or 753-1500_
ININ11.131A1 I
DEBT RELII I
%\,2
buy
house or take
iii riovnit.'n1(. all 7614558,
ask far Kristin.
NEWLY
remodeled
house at 212 S. 11th
St 2 bedroom. Priced
at $67,500. Shown by
appointment.753-5410
OWNER
apartment
with 3 rentals with
income of $800 per
month 753-5731
TWO story home,
Southwest Villa subdivision. 3 bedroom. 3
bath, large bonus room
and so much more!
Move-in
condition!
Pictures and details at
svvrwowners.com listing ID is AWG7528 Of
call 293-5265
WEST Calloway
County Development
2 new homes (energy
efficient) 1.500 ft Irving,
3 bedroom, 2 baths.
paved streets & concrete drives. 8 minutes
from Murray. no city
taxes, Landon Hills
Subdivision $105,000
$115.000 w/garage.
210-3781 or 559-2032

REDUCED 2000 Ford
Expedition
93.000
miles, 2 wheel drive.
TWDVD. 59.200 080.
762-0540

Swims Oftervii

Used Cars
1993 Toyota Tercel
59,000 miles, original
owner, manual, 2dr.
coupe, A/C, great gas
mileage. $2,000 7598082

WORM'S
TURF & TREES

Used Trucks

• Sod Installation • Pickup

2005 GMC Sierra Z71
Richard Price • Jeremy Workman
ext. cab 5.3 life
engine, 4x4. Loaded,
Office (270) 435-4090
35,500 miles. Call afte
5PM 436-2794 or 293
Cell (270) 293-8035
0496
'83
Chevrolet
Scottsdale. Long bed,
4 WD, 96K, well- maintained, excellent tires,
JS Lawn Care.
runs perfectly, red, APPUANCE REPAJR
some body damage. SERVICE & PARTS 6 years experience.
Free estimates. Leaf
Great hunting truck. (270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
removal,
mowing,
$1,050 firm. 492-8446
Chuck Van Buren
mulching & shrub trim1978 Dodge. 85 eng,
ming. 705-1862
BACKHOE &
good work truck 270TRUCKING
MILLS & Son Pressure
293-1753
ROY HILL
Washing
Septic system, gravel,
Serving
Calloway
& WWI
white rock
county and surround436-2113
ing areas.
PELICAN 17 foot douDozer work & Track
Siding, gutters, decks,
ble hull canoe. 2 oars.
hoe
fences, concrete.
2 small life vests. $250. C & C Renovation
270-227-6160
and
Call 227-5759.
Remodeling.
NADEAU'S
16FT. trailer w/ 10ft. ion
We care about your
Construction
boat, 3HP Johnson
home Home repairs.
"Flooring 'Decks
motor, runs good, additions,
roofing, *Vinyl siding •All other
fisoo. 270-978-1936
Serviees Offend
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Sailn,fairiion guarantee
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
293-4954 Affordable
carpentry, decks, roofs,
sagging floors. Call
Greg Collins
111 It II 1) K5
'
"kINII\l,
(1r ,,our painting needs
Pressure V.a_shing
Sealing Dodo,
Free Estimates
Lkensed Ai Insured
293-6034 • 436-2320
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, trimming. etc
Also Tractor work,
teanng down buildings
hauling, gutter cleantrig.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Bnan at
270-705-4156
A-1 Slump Removal.
Fully insured. 4373044

ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Licensed & Insured
No job too small!
After hours or at your
convenience
Residential. Commercial,
Industrial. Remodel.
Trailer Poles. etc
For ALL your
electrical needs,
CALL DALE ADAMS

decks, Soo, repair &

Noma impreirsewarami

coverings, siding.
"FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson wk.net

(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured

Calloway
Trash Service
le AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL.
•RATES STARTING AT
VS/MO
761-3740 213-4045

CATHY
S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
and Cleaning 270978-0569

nigtt'0
41:22:d
ig
Over 40'tan up.
Wet & Initalktive

753-7728
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services
-We Specialize
in
Cleaning'
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing
*Mobile Homes
"'Bock
All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning
Available
We Use Hot Water
*Parking Lots &
Dnveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839

270-293-8192

1 to 300 acres West
Calloway
489-2116,
leave message.

75 acre farm. 38R
house. .3 mi, from new
4 lane in Coldwater
Approx. 45 acres in
CRP program Approx.
15-20 acres wooded
52.200 per/ac $65,000
house
489-2237
Good deer and turkey
hunting.

2001 Saturn L200
110,x xx miles. P/L
PAY, Priests. automatic. 55.000. 227-2570
leave message

G&T Nomebuilders
•

ioo4

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS

96 Mustang GT. 5
speed, CD, PAN, PA.,
red. nice car, $6,200.
270-436-2937
after
4PM

the.leen
Irrod II Ski% D.
hewn gabs,t

CHAD R. HUGHES
22 iis.
1270) 224-9310
(270)024191

,.;

Joe's Mower Repair.
Free pickup/delivery
436-2867

WE SERVICE
All Map Appliances
and Most Map Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

David's
Home
Improvement
Dam Gawmore )vew
Will Do Insurance Won,
VesaI mastercari Aomori

731-247-5422
WEST Calloway
County Development
Dozer & Backhoe
work, large & small
lobs.(new septic systems
installed) 210-3781
559-2032

FREE TO A GOOD
HOME: 6 month old
female
Great
Pyrenees, Full blooded, no papers. First set
of shots, wormed. Flea
& tick medicated. 270293-8496
LAB, Mountain Kerr
mix puppies. 7 weeks
Tails cut 436-5806

or. Am.
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10 nen ago
Published is a picture of students from Murray Christian
Academy studying a donkey as
part of the Ag Day Tour at the
farm of Tripp Finches. Students
from Calloway County schools
also attended the event. The photo
was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
The Murray Art Guild will
host a reception to open an exhibition of watercolor paintings
by Cynthia Peterson on Oct. 6
from I to 4 p.m.
Published is a picture of the
Calloway County • High School
Class of 1976 at its 20-year
reunion held at Sporty's. •
20 years ago
Don Kelly of Murray has
been named deputy. secretary of
the Kentucky Commerce Cabinet effective Nov. 1, by Gov.
Martha Layne Collins and Commerce Secretary. Carroll Knicely.
,
William B. Miller, former
superintendent of Calloway
County Schools, spoke about
"Humorous Incidents In His Educational Career" at a meeting
of the Murray Lions Club held
at the Murray Woman's Club
house.
Births reported include a girl
to Brenda and William Dotson,
a girl to Suzanne and David
Clark and a girl to Tammy and
Ralph Gingles, Oct. I.
30 years ago
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital Board of Commissioners has voted to proceed with
construction on a new addition
to the hospital. Work is expected to begin this week.
Calloway County High School

Speech Team opened the season with a second place win at
the Maplewood High School
Tournament held at Nashville,
Tenn.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. Hicks,
Aug. 8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Bryan Jr., Aug. 29; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rick Fish, Sept.
29.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of
Kenny (Re Bop)Thomas thrilling
spectators with a demonstration
of a "wheelie" in which only
the back wheel of the motorcycle is on the ground at a program at the Calloway County
Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Elected as officers of the
Murray Unit of the National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists at
a meeting at Tnangle Inn were
Estelle Ezell, Quava Beaman,
Helen Crossett, Judy Adams and
Fay Lockhart.
Clara Eagle, head of the art
department at Murray State University, was speaker at a meeting of the Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
50 years ago
John Henry Hombuckle, 59,
Murray, died from injuries sustained in a car and tractor trailer accident new Princeton last
night.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Frizzell,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Creason, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
J.T. Paschall, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Eudell Pace, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Henderson and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Budl
Downey.

Girl must tell parents
of sister's risky game
DEAR ABBY: My sister,
'Cindy," and some of her
friends have been playing the
"choking game" where you
deprive yourself of oxygen by
tying something around your
neck in order to get high.
They say it's safe because they
do it with
someone
else there Ur
make sure
they're OK.
However,
last
week
there was an
article in the
paper about
Dear Abby a boy who
died doing
it.
By Abigail
Van Buren
Cindy asks
me to monitor her when she
does it in our room. I don't
want to help her, but she says
she's "hooked" on the high
she gets. I'm afraid if I refuse,
she'll do it anyway. I love my
sister very much and would
never forgive myself if something happened to her.
Cindy and I have an understanding. We don't tell our parents on each other, and she
hasn't told on me when she's
known things that would get
me in trouble. However, I think
I should make an exception
when her life may be in danger. Do *you agree? -- WORRIED SISTER, RANCHO
CORDOVA, CALIF.
DEAR WORRIED SISTER: The fact that Cindy says
she's hooked on the high should

Todaylnlilstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Oct. 4,
the 277th day of 2006. There are
88 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 4, 1957, the Space
Age began as the Soviet Union
launched Sputnik, the first manmade satellite, into orbit.
On this date:
In 1822, the 19th president of
the United States, Rutherford B.
Hayes, was born in Delaware, Ohio.
In 1931, the comic strip "Dick

Et A

Y

Tracy," created by Chester Gould,
made its debut.
In 1940, Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini conferred at Brenner Pass in the Alps, where the
Nazi leader sought Italy's help in
fighting the British.
In 1965, Pope Paul VI became
the first reigning pontiff to visit
the Western Hemisphere as he
addressed the U.N. General Assembly.
In 1966, the kingdom of Lesotho
gained its independence from

Britain.
In 1970, rock singer Janis
Joplin, 27, was found dead in her
Hollywood hotel room.
In 1978, funeral services were
held at the Vatican for Pope John
Paul I.
In 1980, some 520 people were
forced to abandon the cruise ship
Prisendam in the Gulf of Alaska
after the Dutch luxury liner caught
fire; no deaths or serious injury
resulted.
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Melatonin a natural
sleep aide

tell you that if she gets a
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
strong enough craving and
confused about sleep aids. I am
you're not around, she's like81 years old and in very good
ly to play the game alone.
shape. I take five to six Benadryl
What she's doing could be
every month to help me sleep.
considered a form of Russian ...Now you mention Melatonin.
roulette. Because we don't
Is that better'? You mention
allow people we love to take
Ambien, but
foolish chances with their lives,
that is a preyou should inform your parscription. Is
ents immediately.
it safe for me
•••

DEAR ABBY:lam 19 years
old. I have seen you help
many people through your column, and I'm hoping you can
help me.
1 have been with my fiance,
"Jeremy," for three years, and
I used to be crazy about him.
Now that our wedding day is
approaching, I'm beginning to
have second thoughts about
our entire relationship. He constantly has to know where I
am and what I'm doing. He
also has a temper. If I don't
make him first priority all the
time, he gets mad and we end
up in a huge fight.
I am about ready to call it
quits, but I'm afraid because
of the emotional state he is
in. The last time I tried to
end the relationship, Jeremy
tried to kill himself. I need
to know if I should say "I
do" even though he and I
aren't exactly getting along right
now. -- TRAPPED IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR TRAPPED: To
marry someone because you
are "afraid to call it quits" is
the wrong reason to marry
anyone. You have described a
young man who is immature
and self-destructive. It's time
to call it quits, but before you
do, contact Jeremy's family ii preferably his parents -fi and
warn them that their son may
need psychiatric help once you
tell him the wedding is off.
(It's the truth.) Then tell him
in the presence of your family and, because he is unstable, put some distance between
the two of you after you deliver the bad news.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I am in my
late 20s and have a close bond
with a younger female cousin
of mine. We are good friends
and enjoy being together.
Sometimes when we go to
a restaurant or a movie together, people give me funny looks.
I guess they assume I am an
adult who is taking advantage
of a young girl. What can I
do to get people to realize
she's just a younger cousin? - OLDER COUSIN IN THE
WEST
DEAR OLDER COUSIN:
Ignore them. Evil is in the
eye of the beholder. Don't
make something your problem
when it's really theirs.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips. and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips.

Dr. Gott
By
Dr. Peter Gott

to continue
with
Benadryl?
When I have
used
them
up, should I
buy Melatonin?
DEAR
READER:
Recent stud-

have
confirmed
ies
that
Benadryl, an antihistamine, can
cause sleepiness in seniors- that
may last fOr as long as 24
hours. Therefore, I have altered
my practice of encouraging
adults to take Benadryl at bedtime to treat insomnia.
Melatonin, on the other hand.
is a natural brain chemical that
is completely safe and is often

used by commercial airline pilots
who must frequently cross Multiple time zones.
If you and your Benadryl
have established a friendship and
you .have had no serious side
effects, you may, if your doctor agrees, continue using it.
But Melatonin is probably safer.
Ambien, a prescription sleep
aid, should be a step up the
ladder if your other two options
are ineffective.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Sleep/Wake Disorders."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I firmly believe in natural methods

of healing, and I would prefer
not to take prescribed drugs. I
am a registered nurse with a
bachelor of science in health
education and am interested in
holistic medicine. Please comment on my blood-fat levels

off therapy: triglycendes 424,
total cholesterol 245; LDL 185.
What makes my triglycerides
so high? My mom died at 94.
my dad at 78.
DEAR READER: Judging
front your brief letter and the
limited information you supply.
you are not overweight, and
you take primarily over-thecounter medicines as needed.
Your
genetic
constitution
appears to be excellent, you
are not a smoker, you are healthy,
and you follow a low-cholesterol diet.
I'd leave the fine tuning of
your blood fats to your primary care physician. You don't
appear to have any genetic tendencies to high levels. Nevertheless, your blood fats are
excessive.
Although I respect your attitude regarding medical therapy, I believe that you should
try some alternative therapy,
such as omega-3 fish oil and/or
niacin, while continuing your
low-fat diet. Also, although you
don't address the issue of exercise fit your letter. I advise you
to begin an exercise program.
Start with walking daily for 30
minutes, then progress to an hour
of exercise, either by yourself
(which can be tough) or an
exercise program using a trainer.
Regardless of how you
approach this problem, your
physician should be involved
because he or she is more
knowledgeable than am I about
your health issues.

ContractBridge
A Logical Inference
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
' NORTH
•K Q 3
I 86
•A 9 8 75
416.A .1 10
WEST
EAST
+10986
+742
V A95 3
glIP'1(Q.1104
•K 4 2
•.1 6 3
+63
+85
SOUTH
•A J 5
72
•Q 10
41.1(Q9 74 2

The bidding:
North
East

South
West
•
Pass
2•
Pass
3+
Pass
3*
Pass
4*
Pass
'5*
Opening lead — ten of spades.
finessing situations perplex, confound and bewilder players at times.
but if you know anyone who guesses
nght a high percentage of the time.
rest assured it's not just luck. The
chances are that the guy (or gal)
knows exactly what he's doing.
Take this case where West leads a
spade against five clubs. South wins
with the jack, draws two rounds of
trumps, cashes two more spades and

exits with a heart to force the opponents to lead diamonds.
Let's say East wins the tirst heart
with the ten and the second one with
the king. He must then return a diamond; otherwise, declarer gets a
ruff-and-discard and makes the contract.
South now has a crucial decision
to make on the low diamond return.
He must guess whether to play the
ten or the queeh. If he guesses right,
he makes the contract; if he guesses
wrong, he goes down.
If declarer thinks East has the
jack and West the king, he plays the
ten. If he thinks East has the king and
West the jack, he plays the queen.(If
either defender has both honors.
declarer's play does not matter.)
South does not have a difficult
guess if he is on the ball. He should
play the ten. Playing the ten is simply
a matter of logic. Declarer assumes
that if East had the king ofdiamonds,
the defenders would have arranged
for West to win the second round of
hearts in order to lead a diamond.
Since they failed to do so, it follows that West must have the king.
Once declarer reaches this conclusion, he realizes he cannot gain by
playing the queen, so he plays the ten
and hopes for the best.

Tomorrow: There has to be a better way.
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... AND WHILE MY DATE AND I
ARE DINING TONIGHT,COULP
YOU SEND YOUR STROLLING
VIOLINIST OVER TO OUR TABLE'?

THEIR DISHWASHER PLAYS
THE JUICE HARP
CAN HE
STROLL?

PEANUTS4TO
IF YOU REALLY LOVED ME,
YOU WOULDN'T ASK ME TO
BUY YOU A MUSIC BOX

1 'High —'
5 Green veggie
9 Pause fillers
12 Tony's cousin
13 Meadow
browsers
14 Fair-hiring
letters
15 — amandine
16 Browses these
days
18 Prime years
20 Juneau's st.
21 A Gershwin
22'So long'
PIN* )
26 Age, as cffeese
29 Truckers'
radios
30 Philosopher
— -tzu
31 Computer
owner
32 Float along
33 Like a neat
lawn
34 Southern St

35 Underwater
shocker
36 Chickens
37 Feigning
39 Voight of films
40 Commercial
41 TV receptors
45 50-50 proposition (2 wits )
49 MOMA artist
50 Python or wrap
51 Court summons
52 Relieve
53 Diner sandwich
54 Perm follow-ups
55 Hazard
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Grab a snack
VYind instrument
Too smooth
Poorer
Satan country
Totally amazes
Hire out
Attempts
Akways to Byron
Ump's cousin

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MUM MOB= MO
MOO ORMBO MOM
MMO MOO MONO
MOON UM
MO MOM 0130000
BM@ OUBBMOUMM
MBOM DOM OMMM
MBOMOU= NW@
OWOMOM OMM 00
MU UMMOO
BOOM UMOO MOM
OWN NEMO BMO
MON MORO MOB

I

,
Subscribe to the
I

Home Delivery
3 aso.
6
1 yr.----MK
Local Mail
(Calvary, Gm+.A worm
3 mo.--SAM
6 too.
Pt*
1 yr —BMA

10-4 C: 2006 United FeatUrto Syndicate. inc
11 G91 icr help letters 23 Hit the horn
17 Luau strummer 24 Ketch's cousir
19 Pnnce Valiant's 45 Practically
son
forever
22 Consumer
26 Lion's mane
protection org
27 'La — Bonita"
(Madonna
song)
28 Mountain top
29 Army off
32 Implore
33 Nickname
35 Provides
funds
36 Gift-tag word
38 Holm or
Fleming
39 Kids around
41 Mine opening
42 Asian moonWins
43 What you pay
Cl sales
44 Go in search
of
45 Diminish
46 TV knot)
47 Pock it away
48 Rapper Dr —
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Money Order
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e dress
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tip
Daytime Ph.
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Paducah Symphony Season
starts classical series Sat.

Murray Ledger & times
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THURSDAY MORNING

A- CHARTER.II- Mt'ORME ELIIICTIt It ( • Nu:DIM:Ohl, le- GALAXY
A
6:30
D 60
10:30 11 0,..) 11 Jo
9:30 1 13
'30 1 8:00 ! 8:30
VIVAIMICe 2 2
(5:03) Nimes
liras CH)X
Good Noma,AmericaI
MO aid Kelly Rs Vier(N)V
WIL-ABC 3 8.3
Ness
Good Morning Anodes X
Rockall Rey 54)IC Ow WarINN
TWil Oinks Show
NNW 4 4
Mom
Todey (In Stereo I
TM 745 Club X Ellen Shwa
PADUCAH, Ky. - The Pad- the V4ennese invasion.
won critical acclaim and pleased
W'16 6
Nara '
Y&R
ucah Symphony Orchestra will
News1
TM Earty Shoes IL Merl Villame X The Prim is Right TIN
Kim has been hailed by crit- Stalin immensely (the media
BMOC 6 6 6 I NewsI
perform the opening concert
,Todoy (In Stereo) X
News X
Berths(N11
ics for her "finesse and pro- naturally followed suit with
WIIIIMIC 7 7
7 Good Mamba
of its Ella Maye Read ClassiGood Morning America X
Regis and Italy The View IN) X )10:9' Nam
found sensitivity" (Le Pays, their praise).
WADI 1 8
cal Series with "A Pair of Fifths"
Rogue Clam Lions Alm. Couch User Smarm Street X Bob
Jokers Rogers
Big
France): Amidst a hectic peron Saturday at the
INS& 5 5 2 3 Paid lald__ /Gad* Paid -Court This success, once again,
Judge A. Judge A.
Carson forming schedule, Ms. Kim
Court Judge Mathis X Peopie's Court
has
Four Rivers Center in Pad11101141PN loll 11 19 Pad
Paid
lireeklast Show .
Eye Eye Eye Eye
Nenrry Med Ad.*gm dually
garnered numerous awards from cast Shostakovich into the interucah.
KRI-CIS
12 12 12 12 Breeklast Show The Early Show (In Stereo) X
Regis and Kelly The Price is Right Young-Restless
competitions around the globe. national spotlight, and since its
WGN
16 305 11 Chop Ballw Mb& HMI- Rockford Ries
Angela Kim, pianist, is the
Ds Ands inquest
Mew& PI X Homicide: Ule
Also on the program is premiere in 1937, has remained
INSP
featured soloist with Jordan
17 * 21 Truths Warn Jamie Today Haps Ur Ted Your jNuy.r Sid Roth White Craw Paid
one
the
of
20th
century's
most
Dmitri Shostakovich's SymphoTang conducting. This is the
SKINPIlt 21 21 5 11 PonAstra Cullom Calked Dragon Big
Sesame Steel X Cellos Barney TolialA Rolits
ny no. 5, one of the greatest popular and most performed
first. of the four concert series
WOKA-11 22 16 10 also atm ,Liberty. Paid
musicians to survive and thrive symphonic works.
.Pald
One
Paid
GirtBelie- live
kly MN My WIM
in the 2006-2007 season, named
ESPel
24 n 21 8 SportsCenier X SpotisCanbr X SportaCenterI SporteCenlar X SportsCenier X SporteCenlw X
in the former Soviet Regime,
This
Paducah
Symphony
perin memory of Ella Maye Read.
Ewa 25 30 25 (5:00) Mika and MIN la the Morning lUve)I
as well as gain international formance
Cold Pius X
Cc4d Pizzo (in Stereo uve) X
is proudly sponsored
The orchestra and soloist will fame in the process.
VW
f
26 49 27 24 (5:00) MTV Video Wake-Up lin Stereo) The Big Ten
Pimp
Pimp
Pimp
AIN
Pimp
Pimp
by
Jackson
Purchase
Energy
perform Beethoven's -rapturous
7141
21 27 39 14 Angel On Stereo) Chinned X
Shostakovich
wrote this Cooperative. Tickets
Chemed
X
dn'Stereo)1
Judging
Stereol1
Amyl
ER
ER
(in
prices are
Piano Concerto no. 5, affecTLC
29 41 41
Symphony in response to sharp
Baby
Weddng ProBaby
Baby
What Not to War
$37, 32 & $23 for adults and
tionately known as the EmperLiFE
30 52 31 31
criticism he received from StalWIN
Freels/
SIN
MI
Fres.
Stal
$27,
$23,
or concerto. Beethoven com& $18 for students
in (and, subsequently all media
32 51 455 JAG 1
JAG War Stones' Texas Rugs
**14 if-PAX"(2001, Dame)
Texas Ranger
ANN
•
posed this piano concerto (his
and
may
purchased
be
at the
outlets of the day) for his opera
oUIC
34 54 20 SPAI lank se*'Tabs ohin3llIm11944NR'
INN*'Croon'(1985) Don Amodio.* 1Cocomil
final) in 1809, the same year
Paducah
Symphony
,
box
office
"Lady Macbeth of Mzensk".
1.14E
36 35 44 27 The District X
Unreel Story of Proisesionsi Wrestling City Conlideritial American Justice Cold Cass Ries it
Napoleon invaded Vienna.
Over a period of two years Monday thru Friday from 9:00
PAM
36 53 36 2 Fen* Fardy How Hogan The 700 Club X Uving SIN
Gilmore Girls X Full Hee. Ful Has.
The nickname, Emperor, was
when he had withdrawn from a.m. - 5:00 p.m. or by callNICK
37 3224 4 Pled. OddPar- Sponge Sponge Dore
Go
Blue* Back- The
Rugrats
Suter/ Lazynot Beethoven's as his disdain
public life, he re-emerged with ing (270) 444-0065 or 800HGTV
43 36 14
Deign- Travis' Facelift
Quilts Duvall Duvall Room Scrapb- B
Dalai- Clever House
for Napoleon had grown since the Symphony no. 5, which •738-3727
.
SPIKE
44 13 30 23 Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
The A-Torn
The Equalizer
Amazing Video
The Shield X
WT BS .52 26 21 13 Saved- Saved- Mogen Mulielly
Dowson's Creek X Mink it* Tier.Allerscr-(19116) Home la Home la
...
T30N
16 32 50
Valk Colin- Camp Tom
Scooby Looney SozolopOwAlles Nada joiwTom & Jerry
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for *** Anchor in aflgi worry less. much more than you realize
COURT 0561
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Moan & Pollen: Open Court
Best Dram
l'hursday, Oct. 5, 2006:
You might want to think positive- Give them space to express
BET
67 39
(500) BET Morning Inspiration
Jamie F.',lame F. Porkers Porkers 106 4 Park: Top 10 Live - fti_o.
ly and work with someone direct- themselves. Tonight: In the limeThis year you might frequently
CIITV
70
34
CVT Music Binge CUT Music (In Stereo)
ly. If you would like to under- light.
find yourself on overload; tackle
HBO
IN Ti 51
Movie: **Si liltawns"(1964)'PO' Wait 78 Next'few !Moray *** leSW
one project at a time. You also stand this person, you might PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
Calm((2004) GoitY b.
/Uncial
need to be more relaxed. Let this **** Allow
MAX
ill 1254 Movie: ini),1 0o4'(1905) Web ire Wm)"lho OWIlkole
yourself to
might tend to spend a little too
lind dinsDoeIr OW* a* 1berig"(1938)a
person feet accepted. Tonight: approach your life with relish and
SHOW
al 73 52 Novak But&SIawlIhe Arnim(1976) Nov* Town a Ube inum
much and/or be extravagant.
2"(1994) Nov* -MtHidng Placel *UN
Smile away.
enthusiasm. You might need to
Listen to what others say and
DISH
31 57 Wiggles INiggly IEln78
'Mickey Handy Dood- Charlie li:ale
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) try something totally different.
lit Wiggles Niggly Lilo
'Mermaid
understand where they are com- **** Strong Judgments
FUX
II
Movie *sr "Son ofInn Pitt Pains(' l Ain In INly Moon111111)
might Allow others to try another
Chirp
17to
toe
arcade"(1968
Lip
of
)
ing from. The more emcrathy
be tossing you into chaos, and approach or style. Join in and try
H1302
152
Movir Upricafee(1992)1111thwir trit VIM Aff00021 *MR int* VIM
11sUntr(2005) VG-13.1
ICAy9rg
you express in your daily life, you feel as if others are difficult. a new path. Tonight:
A boss
the more you will gain and grow
Talk, share and be open to alter- could be difficult.
A- CHARTER,II- MURRAY F:I.F.(TRIC, C. INEDIA('OM, I).(;.0 • A A)
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
within your relationships. Do natives. You could be surprised
12:00 1 12:30 1:00 I 1:30
2:00 I 2:30
3:00 I 3:30
4:00 I 4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00 I 6:30
avoid controlling people, as they at how well a problem could
BORN TODAY
-WKAPI-eiC All My Children 1 One Life to Uve Genorai Hospital Judge J.
Judge J. News News News ABC
News
i Fortune
work
out.
Tonight.
Keep
the
lines
Actor
Guy Pearce (1967), songmake you tense and at times belWM-ABC All My Orden X One Life to Live Genre Hospital Dr. Keith Wow
Nobel Wilms NewsI ABC
writer Bob Geldof (1954)
*m it Enterligerent. If you are single, your of communication open
WSINIBC News News Passions(N)X Days of our Lives Or. PM
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
actress Kate Winslet (1975)
(in Stereo) Oprill WinfreyI News News NM
life takes an interesting twist as
*** You need to pull back and
WtYRtiS YIP Bold
***
As World Toms Guidng Light X Fladvael Rey X NewsI Inside News
someone quite unusual pops into
X News News X
look at what might be happen'POW ,Deys of our Lives Passions(N) E Inside 1 Insider
your days. You could find your- ing. Much gets
Dr. Phil In Stereo) .1001)- Million- News X News Newel Fortune
tossed on you. Jacqueline Bigar is on the
11111-ABC Al My Children X One UN to Live General Hospital Dr. Phil (in Stereo)
self at odds with this person. If You might not always have the Internet
Opreh Winfrey X News ABC
at http://www.jacoueNews Fortune
you are attached, don't get into right answers. Many people care Ilnebigarcom.
IMPT•PBS :Berens- Lions Reeding Cyber- Shrinks lobos Dragon
'Cliff
Curious Mew
PostArthur tlews-Uhrw
right or wrong situations; just
KIIS.For Judge Judge The 700 Club X Paid
CopsI Maury X
705
70e
King
Jhn
King HIM Simnlearn to understand where he or
el:ITV-UM Enter- Holy- News House Adven- Sports Whet I
What I Robs X Robs X Greg Behrendt
Hotly- Gerald,
she is coming from. PISCES can
KFYS-CBS News Bold
As World Turns Guiding Light X Ellen Show
Oprah Winfrey X News News News Ray'
work well with you, if you are
WON
Nam (In Stereo) Grog Behrendt
Home Videos
Morphs *mho Even
open.
Lthde Home Horne Home Videos
IKSP
fUle Tod Paid
Feed
Paid
Paid
Mass
Retro Discov- lea
Kier Paid
Hem Ed
Cerullo
MOAB GED
The Stars Show the Kind of
Pro GED Reeding Lions Arthur Poet- Cyber- Maya
Clifford Dragon GED
BuseNews-Lehrer
Arc You In (itioti Hands!
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
WOKA-WB Bemis Bemis Jerry Springer X Feud
Feud
Divorce Divorce Judge Mathis X People's Court Malcolm Friends
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
Das id Rune
ESPN
NFL's Greeter Game X fUnes NFL
klIstate
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

A Great Company
And A Great Agent
At The Same Place!

Allstate

Rent It!

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to carifully think through a decision that
could impact your daily life
Perhaps it might be better if you
take action rather than be affected by others If you don't understand someone's actions, walk
in his or her shoes Tonight. Try
a new vista or two
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might want to work
with one other person directly
You Will want to think before you
charge into a situation Your
impulses could be oft, and you
could pay dearty A little patience
could go far Think positively
Tonight: Have a good time
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
***** Listen carefully to
'someone who can impact your
domestic life Review what is
happening with an eye to less
upheaval. You might want someone to answer questions or take
the lead Make that OK Tonight
Say yes
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
** er You might be a bit out of
sorts and exaggerate a situation
Yes, tempers can fly, control
games run amok. Listen to
someone you care a lot about
You will want to understand
more Tackle routine and you'll
mellow out Tonight Think about
an early bedtime
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Allow more playtulnes-.
InIci your We, but less risking
You could be uptIst about a personal relationship Allow sOrnerCele to lee that you can pull
away Think through a decision
*Shout taking action Test out an
Ides Tonight Ever playful
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-130c.
21)
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GAMECOCKS vs. RACERS --,
, SHURSDAY

5 P.M.

Pacers ready for big challenge
ACKSONVILLE STATE
BRINGS STINGY
DEFENSE, SOLID
RUNNING GAME
scorr

y
NANNEY de.
ports Editor
In terms of physical, hard-nosed football,
:the Murray State Racers will face their
biggest challenge of the season on Thursday
A power running game and a stingy
defense are the hallmarks of Ohio Valley
Conference rival Jacksonville State, which
will welcome the Racers to Paul Snow
Stadium for a regionally-televised 5 p.m.
showdown on cable channel Charter Sports
Southeast(CSS).
The Gamecocks (2-2, 2-1 OVC) are

among national and league leaders in both
defense and rushing offense.
The JSU defense has been dominant
through the first four weeks of the season
The Gamecocks' self-labeled "Red Bandit'
unit is ranked second nationally in pass
defense (91.2 yards per game), sixth in total
defense (213.5 ypg.) and 12th in pass efficiency defense (99.4).
Jacksonville State is tops in the OVC in
total defense, scoring defense and pass
defense, while ranking second in the league
in rushing defense, pass efficiency defense,
sacks and tackles for loss.
"They play a lot of base defense," said
MSU head coach Matt Griffin. "They're not
a big pressure bunch. They play the percentages. They're going to keep everything in
front of them and make you kick the football.
"They're going to use the kicking game
to make you drive 80 or 90 yards on their
defense, which they think is low-percentage.

And; it you're not sharp,
it is," he added.
That wouldn't seem to
bode well for a struggling
Murray
State
offense, which produced
just 153 total yards in
last weekend's 20-14
loss
overtime
to
Tennessii*Tech at Roy
Griffin
Stewart Stadium.
The lack of a sOlid running game has
caused the. most problem for the Racers (14, 0-2), who have managed less than 60
yards on the ground in each of their last two
games.
To add injury to insult, Murray will be
without starting tailback Chad Cook against
the Gamecocks. The 6-foot-1, 230-pound
senior left last Saturday's game after six carries and 29 yards when he sprained his left
IN See RACERS, 2C

PREP VOLLEYBALL

RACER INVITATIONAL

Local netters
split matches
CALLOWAY WINS
AGAIN; MURRAY
LOSES ON
SENIOR NIGHT

Abby Kelly each had six points,
while Teala Penick added four.
Penick and Hendon led the
squad with seven assists apiece.
Schroader followed with one
while also adding one kill. Kelly
led the CCHS offense with eight
kills. Edwards followed with
seven and Penick had three.
Hendon and Thompson had two
each.
In junior-varsity action, the
Lady Lakers (9-7) came away
with a two-set victory by scores
of 21-12 and 22-20.
Kailey Stone led Calloway in
scoring with 14 points and one
ace. 1Kristin Phillips had five
points, while Brittnee Dietz followed with two points and one
ace. Allison Rogers. Katie
Bazzell and Haley Edwards

Staff Report.
Calloway County's volleyball team closed out its regularseason schedule on Tuesday
with a three-set victory over
Fulton
City
at
Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
The red-hot Lady Lakers (2410), who have now won eight of
their last 10 matches, claimed
last night's win by scores of 2517 and 25-13 despite falling in
the middle set 25-23.
Alley Hendon led CCHS in
scoring with 12 points and two
aces, while Allie Thompson
added 10. Whitley Edwards and •See NETTERS, 2C

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times
Murray High senior Katy Garrison (7) leaps to send the ball
back over the net during Tuesday's prep volleyball action at
Tiger Gymnasium. The Tigers fell to Lone Oak in two sets on
Senior Night.
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scorr NANNEY/Ledger & Times
Murray State cornerback Dominic Spinks (14) tries to bring
down Tennessee Tech wide receiver Larry Shipp (5) during
last week's overtime loss at Roy Stewart Stadium. The Racers
will have to be strong on defense again this week against
Jacksonville State's power running game.
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Photo Provided
SALUTING THE SENIORS: The Calloway County High
School volleyball team recognized its senior class with Senior
Night festivities before Tuesday's regular-season finale vs
Fulton City. Lady Laker seniors pictured with their parents
include Mandie Schroader (24), Alley Hendon (3). Abby Kelly
(15) and Whitley Edwards (32)

Crafting A
Comeback
CRAFT FIRES LOW
ROUND OF DAY TO
LEAD MSU
By MSU Media Relations
The Murray State men's golf
team was able to come from one
stroke behind to win its own
invitational event on Tuesday,
when it fired a final-round 281
to get past Tennessee Tech by
six shots.
The Racers' total of 281 was
the lowest round of the 54-hole
event, played on MSU's home
links, Miller Memorial Golf
Course.
Murray State, which had no
players under par in Monday's
first round, placed two in red
numbers in the final round.
Michael Craft shot the low
round of the day, along with
Lloyd Roth of Lewis University,
a four-under 67. MSV's
Mitchell Moore threw in a solid
69. The rest of the Racers played
well, too, including Jerry Price
with a 72, Nick Griffin with a 73
and Chris Griffin with a 74.
The Racers' Blue team
scored an 858, which was six
clear of second place TTU.
Indianapolis and Northern Iowa
finished tied for third with a
869, while Morehead State was
fifth with a score of 875.
Moore's final-round 69
placed him fourth in the individual battle, while Craft's 67
moved him up to a tie for seventh with Nick Griffin. Jerry
Price finished 17th, while Chris
Griffin was in 57th.
The individual title was a tie
between Scott Stallings of
Tennessee Tech and Phillip
Watkins of Tennessee State.
Stallings was behind by one shot
with 18 holes left, but made that
up when he shot a 73 and
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Watkins fired a 74.
Michael Craft, a senior for the Murray State golf team, tees off on No. 11 Tuesday at Miller
The Racers' Gold team finMemorial Golf Course. Craft joined Lloyd Roth of Lewis University with a four-under 67 to help
lead the Racers to the overall team title in their own tournament.
II See GOLF, 3C

CARDINALS 5,PADRES 1

Carpenter, Cards dump San Diego
SAN DIEGO(AP)— Uh-oh.
Jake Peavy and 43,107 fans
were hushed by one swing of
Albert Pujols' bat, which was
enough to re-energize the St.
Louis Cardinals and leave the
San Diego Padres frustrated in
October, as usual.
Pujols hit a two-run home run
to launch the Cardinals to a 5-1
victory over the Padres in the
opening game of the division
series on Tuesday.
"It was a cutter that was right
down the middle. Yeah, those go

wrong a lot." Peavy said.
"What an at-bat," St. Louis
leadoff hitter David Eckstein
said. "Being able to foul off
pitches, take some pitches and
then do what he did, that ignited
the whole club."
So much for the home-field
advantage the Padres were
enjoying for the first time in a
best-of-five division series. And
so much for any notion that the
Cardinals were going to continue to struggle like they did in
barely avoiding one of the great

September collapses of all time.
Everything went well for the
Cardinals, from the second
chance Pujols got when catcher
Mike Piazza couldn't catch his
foul ball to having ace Chris
Carpenter fresh for the playoff
opener, the result of manager
Tony La Russa's gamble in
keeping him out of Sunday's
regular-season finale.
On Monday, Peavy and manager Bruce Bochy talked about
letting the situation dictate
whether they pitched to Pujols.

or put him on.
"I don't think about if they're
going to pitch to me because I
want to be aggressive," said
Pujols, whose shot broke a
scoreless tie in the fourth inning.
"If I start thinking a lot of things
like that, that's going to take my
aggression away. I just take
whatever they give me, you
know. And if they give me a
good pitch today, I'm going to
try to put my best swing and
hopefully help my team out to
win."
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From Page 1C
knee. It is not yet clear when
Cook will return to the lineup.
"We've got to get better in
the offensive line." Griffin said.
"If you can't make things happen up front, it doesn't matter
Who's running the football."
The story on the ground is
just the opposite for the
Gamecocks, who rank third in
the conference in rushing
offense at 196.8 ypg. JSU's top
offensive threat, senior tailback
Clay Green, is third in the
league in rushing at 102.2 yards
per outing (5.1 yards per carry)
and is tops in scoring with six
rushing touchdowns.
Green and the Gamecocks
bludgeoned OVC preseason
favorite Eastern Kentucky last
Saturday. rolling up 351 total
yards — 251 on the ground —
and 21 first downs on their way
to a dominating 28-0 victory.
The defeat marked the Colonels
first shutout loss at Roy Kidd
Stadium since 1998.
"They responded pretty
well," Griffin said of the
Gamecocks, who bounced back
at EKU from an upset loss at
Tennessee-Martin on Sept. 23.
"Two weeks ago, they gave up a
punt return for a touchdown.
They missed a tackle in a blitz
situation that turned into a 42yard score. That didn't happen
against Eastern Kentucky. They
played very physical against
Eastern Kentucky's offensive
line.
"I think the Green kid is the
best back in this league. I don't
see the other conferences as regularly as ours, but he's probably
got to be one of the top three or
four tailbacks at our level. He's
a (Division) I-A kid. ... They're
physical, so you've always got
to match that."
Jacksonville State head coach
Jack Crowe, who guided the
Gamecocks to two OVC championships during their first two
seasons in the league (2003 &
2004), called his team's win
over the Colonels "a must-win
game for us." •

CONFERENCE

From Page 1C

"Li's

Suwon
School

The Insurance ;
Center of Murray

ovc(Oven*

Tennessee Tech
2-0(2-3)
UT Martin
1-0(4-1)
E. Illinois
1-0(2-3)
Tennessee St,
1-0 (2-3)
Jacksonville St
2-1 (2-2)
S.East Missouri • 1-1 (3-1)
Samford
0-2(2-3)
E. Kentucky
0-2(1-4)
Murray St.
0-2(1-4)
"It was pretty much an elimination game (in the OVC race),"
he said. "It Came on the road
against a quality opponent. We
cenainly needed a better
approach than we had the week
before."
When turning his attention to
this week's battle with Murray
State, Crowe agreed that his
ballclub appears to have an
advantage at the line of scrimmage — particularly against a
smallish MSU defensive front.
However,
the
former
Arkansas head coach said looks
can sometimes be deceiving.
"I would hope to see it that
way when it comes to looking
for an obvious advantage," said
Crowe. "But (Murray State) is
moving around a lot on defense.
When you're a little smaller like
that, you move. And movement
is sometimes harder to block
than size.
"I think they probably have
more balance than any team
we've played this year. Their
running game has always been
tough on us. We've never really
handled it well."
Thursday's contest will mark
just the fourth meeting between
Murray and Jacksonville State,
with the Gamecocks holding a
2-1 advantage in those games.
The Racers' only win in the
senes came in 2003, when they
upset the eventual OVC champions 23-17 in overtime at Stewart
Stadium. JSU won the only previous meeting in Jacksonville.
Ala., blasting Murray State 3514 in 2004.

•Netters
each had two kills. Phillips and
Cydney Clere had one apiece.
Dietz had three assists, while
Emily McKnight had two.
The Lady Laker varsity team
will begin postseason play on
Monday night. when it hosts the
Fourth District Tournament
opener against top-seeded
Christian Fellowship at 6 p.m.
Monday's other match between
No. 2 seed Marshall County and
third-seeded Murray High will

also be hosted by CCHS. That
match js scheduled for approximately 7:15.
The championship match of
the district tournament will be
held Oct. 10 at 7 p.m. at CCHS.
Murray High: The Lady
Tigers dropped their Senior
Night match to Lone Oak in two
sets, falling by scores of 25-22
and 25-17.
No other information on the
match was available at press
time.
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COLUMBIA. S.C. (API —
South Carolina coach Steve
Spurrier is sure of at least one
thing so far this season — the
offense is better with Syvelle
Newton under center.
Newton, who took over for
Blake Mitchell after the
Gamecocks
1-2
(3-2.
Southeastern Conference) were
shut out by Georgia. has
cemented his starting spot with

two victories and a narrow 2417 loss to No. 2 Auburn last
Thursday.
The senior takes South
Carolina on the road Saturday
night against the Wildcats (3-2,
1-11. who have lost six straight
to the Gamecocks and have
never beat Spurner in 13 games.
"I think Syvelle has made our
offense better," Spurner said
Tuesday. "He's able to get away
from guys, scramble and :make
some first downs when protection breaks down. That gives us
hope there. ... Blake will get his
shot when it comes."
For now though. Newton will
be the signal caller, which is just

PURCHASE AREA
AQUACULTURE
Open lo The Public - While Supplies Last
1

Inv ntor Reduction S
Catfish Fillets
2 & 5 Pound Bags or 20 Pound Box
Regular Fillets - '3.00 per pound
Deep Skinned Fillets - 3.50 per pound

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

HOLE IN ONE: Don Rogers of Murray recently made a
hole in one by using a 7-wood on hole No. 6(176 yards) at
Oaks Country Club. Brad Miller, Marty Carraway and
Dwain Nesbitt witnessed the feat.

Cameron proving
himself on and
off the field
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — democracy slowly turn gave
Daniel Cameron doesn't kid Cameron a new respectfor the
himself when it comes to foot- role politicians play. Turns out,
ball.
•
it's not just all fundraising dinSure, the redshirt freshman ners, speeches and campaigning..
safety
likes
playing
at
"On the outside looking in.
Louisville, but the kind of polls you just see them as statesmen,"
Cameron sees in his future are Cameron said. "You don't see
the ones that help determine all the hard work that goes into
elections, not college football sponsoring a bill and all the peochampions.
ple like that or whatever."
Cameron is a McConnell
Cameron worked on the fedScholar, given annually to some eral marriage amendment and
of the state's most ambitious became involved in the immihigh school students who plan to gration debate, heated issues
study political science at that gave him a crash course on
Louisville.
just how quickly political fires
The scholarship
named can flare up, then just as quickly
after
U.S.
Sen.
Mitch flame out. It's a lesson he
McConnell, R-Ky. — pays for brought back to school with
Cameron's education provided him.
he keeps his grades up and
"Now that I'm back home I
opens the kind of doors an pay more attention to what's
admitted history buff who grew happening," he said. "There's
up in a small town never imag- not a backlash, but every time
ined.
the (immigration) bill comes
While most of his teammates back up, you can see how much
spent the summer working out attention it gets."
and focusing on the upcoming
Cameron managed to find
season, Cameron
sprinted time during his internship to add
around Capitol Hill as an intern more muscle to his already thick
in McConnell's Senate office, 5-foot-10, 198-pound frame,
doing everything from filing working out in the dorms at
paperwork to Conducting tours American University while the
and working on legislation.
other interns tried to catch up on
Watching the daily cogs of their sleep.
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a
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fine with some of the players.
"I love to see Syvelle in the
backfield. He brings so much
enthusiasm," said running back
Cory Boyd."He should've been
back there all along."
Boyd was referring to
Newton's journey through a
variety of positions in his four
years at: South Carolina. He has
also played running back and
receiver, and Boyd was glad to
hear Newton has apparently settled into the starting role for the
rest of the season.
"A smile came to my face,"
Boyd said of his initial reaction
when he heard Newton would
be taking the snaps."He bnngs a
lot that other teams don't understand."
Spurner said the Gamecocks
will try to get Newton out of the
pocket more, and the passer
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needs to work on getting rid of
the ball when the pressure
comes.
hasn't
"Syvelle
played
enough to know when they're
blitzing to throw the ball away,"
the coach said. "1 should have
trained him a little bit better
about where to throw it when
they're coming."
And Newton knows he can
improve. He said he's taking
notes from other Gamecock
passers and trying to lead by
example.
So far, so good.
South Carolina's offense has
improved from No,99 in overall
offense after the first two games
to 64th this week. Scoring just
one touchdown with Mitchell,
the Gamecocks have 11 TDs in
three games and are averaging
346 yards a contest.

Terry Byerty
Owner 14

a

Call 270-382-3100 for directions

753-8355

901 Sycamore

Newton better behind center, says Spurrier
CATS, GAMECOCKS
PLAY IN PRIME TIME
SATURDAY ON
ESPN2 AT 5 P.M.
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Postseeson Baseball
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
DIVISION SERIES
American League
New York vs. Detroit
Tuesday. Oct. 3
New York 8 Detroit 4 New York leads
series 1-0
Wednesday, Oct. 4
Detroit (Verlander 17-9) at New York
(Mussina 15-7) 7 09 p m (ESPN)
Friday, Oct.6
New Yon( (Johnson 17-11) at Detroit
(Rogers 17-8). 7.09 pm (ESPN)
Saturday, Oct. 7
New York at Detroit, it necessary
Sunday, Oct 6
Detroit at New York if necessary
Minnesota vs. Oakland
Tuesday, Oct. 3
Oakland 3, Minnesota 2 Oakland leads
series 1-0
Wednesday, Oct. 4
Oakland (Loaiza 11-9) at Minnesota
(Bonser 7-6) 12 09 pm (ESPN)
Friday, Oct.6
Minnesota (Radke 12-9) at Oakland
(Haren 14-13) 3 09 p m (ESPN)
Saturday, Oct. 7
Minnesota at Oakland (Harden 4-0) if
necessary
Sunday, Oct. 8
Oakland at Minnesota if necessary
National League
New York vs. Los Angeles
Wednesday, Oct. 4
Los Angeles (Lowe 16-8) at New York
(0 Hernandez 11-11) 3 09 p m (ESPN)
Thursday, Oct. 5
Los Angeles (Kuo 1-5) at New York
I0(avine 15-7), 719 p.m (FOX)
Saturday, Oct. 7
New York at Los Angeles (Maddox 1514)
Sunday, Oct. 8
New York at Los Angeles, it necessary
Monday, Oct. 9
Los Angeles at New York if necessary
San Diego vs. St. Louis
Tuesday, Oct 3
St. Louts 5, San Diego I. Si Louis
leads series 1-0
Thursday. Oct 5
St Louts (Weaver 5-8) at San 131890
(D Wets 1-2), 309 p.m (ESPN)

Saturday, Oct. 7
San Diego (C.Young 11-5) at St Louis
(Suppen 12-7)
Sunday, Oct 6
San Diego at St Lours, it necessary
Monday, Oct. 9
St Louis at San Diego it necessary
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
Tuesday. Oct. 10
at higher percentage
Wednesday, Oct 11
- at higher percentage
Friday, Oct. 13
at lower percentage or wild card
Saturday, Oct 14
at lower percentage or wild card
Sunday, Oct. 15
at lower percentage or wild card it necessary
Tuesday, Oct 17
at higher percentage, if necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 18
at higher percentage it necessary
National League
Wednesday, Oct 11
at higher percentage
Thursday, Oct. 12
at higher percentage
Saturday, Oct. 14
at lower percentage or wild card
Sunday, Oct. 15
at lower percentage or wild card
Monday. Oct. 16
at lower percentage or wild card if necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 18
at highei percentage it necessary
Thursday, Oct. 19
at higher percentage it necessary
WORLD SERIES
Saturday, Oct. 21
National League at American League
(n)
Sunday, Oct. 22
NL at AL.(n)
Tuesday, Oct. 24
AL at NL,(n)
Wednesday, Oct. 25
AL at NL,(n)
Thursday, Oct. 26
AL at NL, if necessary,(n)
Saturday, Oct. 28
NL at AL if necessary.(n)
Sunday, Oct. 29
NL at AL, if necessary,(n)

PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP

Lady Lakers wrap
up season with
win over Heath
Staff Report
assist on the play.
WEST PADUCAH, Ky. —
Kathy Bun put Heath (I2-2-:
Three
different
Calloway I)on the board with a goal off a
County players scored goals as Mackensie Austin assist with 56
the Lady Laker soccer team seconds to go, but it wasn't
wrapped up its regular-season nearly enough to get past CCHS:
schedule with a 3-1 triumph
Calloway had 11 shots on
over Heath Tuesday night.
goal. Beth Ross collected 11
After the two teams played to saves for the Lady Lakers, while
a scoreless draw in the first half,
Kelsie Greer picked up three in
Calloway (7-9) broke the
the last 20 minutes of action.
drought four minutes into the
Calloway County now begins
second half, when Lauren
preparations
for postseason play,
Harlan scored off a Haley White
which begins with Monday's
assist.
The Lady Lakers upped their Second District Tournament
lead to 2-0 with 23 minutes left, openers at the Jim Nix Soccer
when Harlan assisted on a Complet
The Lady Lakers are schedKatlyn Smith goal. Shauna
Wicker closed out the Calloway uled to take the field at 7:30 p.m.
scoring, reaching the back of the against Mayfield in the girls'
net on a direct kick with 11 min- tournament. In the boys' compeutes
remaining.
Mallorie tition. Calloway will battle the
Esterlein was credited with an Cardinals at 5:30.

Tigers taken down by Tornado;
close out season Thursday
Staff Report
PADUCAH, Ky. — Two
first-half goals proved to be
enough
for
homestanding
Paducah Tilghman to knock off
Murray High 2-1 in boys' prep
soccer action Tuesday night.
Cole McKee' put the Blue
Tornado (11-4-2) in front at the
3I-minute mark of the first half
on a goal off an assist by Penrod
Cappock. With just five minutes
left in the half, Alex Seifert
booted in the eventual gamewinning goal off an Andrew
Warmuth assist.
Trailing 2-0 at the halftime
break. the Tigers (10-6) finally
got on the scoreboard just two
minutes into the second half,
when Blake McCuiston assisted
on a Matt Hines goal. But that's
all the scoring MHS could
muster in the contest.
The Tigers will now host
Lone Oak in a Senior Night
match on Thursday at the
Mallary France Soccer Complex
before opening postseason play
next week.
Murray.. who owns the top
seed in the Second District
Tournament, will open the postseason on Tuesday at 7:3() p.m.,
when it takes on the winner of

Monday's first-round matchup
between Calloway County and.
Mayfield. The district tournament will be played at
Calloway's Jim Nix Soccer
Complex.

1Mily hritor
Wm leach keno*Rey

TV, radio
TOOAY
All Times COT
(Scheduie subiect io change and/or
blackouts)
Wednesday, Oct. 4
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — UCE at Marshall
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Noon
ESPN — Playoffs Arnencan League
Division Series, Oaidand at Minnesota
2 p.m.
ESPN — PNYofts. National League
Division Sense. Los Angeles at New
York
7 p.m.
ESPN — Playoffs, American League
Division Series. Detroit at New York
NHL
6 p.m.
VERSUS — &Maio at Caroline
9 p.m.
VERSUS — Dads at Colorado
Eds VERSUS lormerly 01N

MLB PLAYOFFS ROUNDUP

•Golf

For Openers

From Page 1C

final round, which was good for a 27th-place finish. Josh Burks was 33rd with a 75. and Jared
Wolfe moved up to a 60th-place finish with a 73
The Racers will next compete at the Mission
Inn Collegiate Classic Oct. 6-7 in Orlando Ha

ished 10th in the field ot 15 teams with a total
score of 892. Kyle Landruni had three straight
72's and finished 12th. Mark pram had a 73 in the

JETER TIES RECORD AS YANKEES TOP
TIGERS; A's UPSTAGE SANTANA
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By The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — Derek
Jeter and the rest of the modernday Murderers' Row overwhelmed the young Detroit
Tigers, getting the New York
Yankees off to a quick start in
the first round of the AL playoffs.
Jeter tied the postseason
record for hits, going 5-for-5
with a home run to lead New
York over Detroit 8-4 Tuesday
night in its postseason opener.
Bobby Abreu had a two-run
double and Jason Giambi hit a
two-run homer in the third as
New York's big hoppers staked
winner Chien-Ming Wang to a
54) lead. The five-run burst
started, however, with something small — Johnny Damon's
slow roller for a single.
After the Tigers crawled
within two runs, Abreu added a
two-run single in the sixth and
Jeter hit his 17th postseason
home run in the eighth.
Six of New York's eighth
RBIs came from Abreu and
Giambi, surprising given that
Tigers starter Nate Robertson
hOld lefties to a .181 average
daring the regular season, the
best among AL pitchers.
New York's lineup, now that
everyone's healthy, poses a
rraghty challenge for opposing
pttchers. All nine starters are
current or former All-Stars.
Robinson Cano became the first
player to ever start a postseason
game batting ninth after finishing among the top-three in his
league in batting, according to
the Elias Sports Bureau.
Alex Rodriguez. the reigning
AL MVP, was dropped to sixth
in the order, his lowest slot since
Seattle batted him eighth on
May 7, 1996, according to the
Elias Sports Bureau. He was a
quiet 1 -for-4. •
Wang, a 26-year-old righthander who rose through the
Yankees' rotation to become
their ace this year, didn't have
his best sinker but got the win by
allowing three runs in 6 2-3
innings.
Craig Monroe and Curtis
Granderson homered for the
Tigers.
Athletics 3, Twins 2
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — In
the place where Johan Santana
usually can't be beaten, Barry
Zito and Frank Thomas slowed
Minnesota's momentum and
gave Oakland a big boost to start
this AL division series.
Zito threw eight innings,
besting Santana behind two big
home runs by Thomas and sending the Athletics to the win.
Thomas went 3-for-4 with
two homers, the last one a ninthinning shot off Jesse Crain. Zito
gave up four hits, one run and
three walks while striking out
one.
"I think the odds are stacked
against us a little more here, but
Frank coming through with the
homers — it was huge," said
Zito, who gave up four hits,
three walks and one run. "And
that's all I can ask for out of the
offense with Santana, so luckily

MSU Media Relations photo

Chris Gnffin, Mitchell Moore, Nick Griffin, Michael Craft, Jerry Price and Racer head coach
Eddie Hunt are all smiles after winning the team's own invitational Tuesday at Millet Memorial
Golf Course.

Gonzalez replaces Girardi for Marlins
AP

Derek Jeter follows through on a solo home run dunng the
eighth inning against the Detroit Tigers in Game 1 of the
American League Division Series Tuesday at Yankee Stadium
in New York. Jeter was 5-for-5 as the Yankees won 8-4.
we made it work today."
The 38-year-old Thomas
became the oldest player to have
a multihomer game in postseason history, according to the
Elias Sports Bureau.
Closer Huston Street gave
one back to the Twins after a
leadoff triple by Michael
Cuddyer was lost in the ceiling
by right fielder Milton Bradley.
Toni Hunter drove in Cuddyer
with a groundout before Rondell
White flew out to center to end
the game.
The favorite to win his second AL Cy Young. Santaifa hadn't lost at the noisy Metrodome
since Aug. I. 2005, going 16-0
in 23 starts over that span.
Santana went eight innings
and finished with a career playoff-best eight strikeouts. He
allowed five hits and walked
one.

"It takes more than one guy
to win a game, that's for sure,"
Santana said. "It doesn't matter
how good you're going to pitch,
because if you're not going to
hit you're not going to win."
Minnesota rookie Boof
Bonser will start against Esteban,
Loaiza in Game 2 Wednesday
afternoon. A season-ending
elbow injury to All-Star
Francisco Liriano and right-hander Brad Radke's shaky shoulder have left the rotation looking
a little thin.
This is a Twins team that was
a whopping 10 1/2 -games
behind Detroit on Aug. 7.
though, before overtaking the
Tigers to win the AL Central
division on the— final day.
Comebacks are nothing new for
them.

Voice Mail, Auto Attendant, Music on hold, After Hour messages,
Speaker Phone, And many more FREE options included,
Supports 7 lirtes, 4 extensions and 4 remote extensions-(
Includes 2 Phone,

The cost-conscious Marlins wanted Girardi out
so badly they were willing to let him go witw
-year Contract,
years left on a guaranteed
which may cost the
much as $1.5 million.
Florida made thean-ove even though Girardi's considered a strong candidate for NL manager of the
year.
The Marlins had baseball's youngest team and
lowest payroll at $15 million, but Girardi led them
to a 78-84 record, and they were in contention for
a playoff berth until a late-September fade.
Girardi said he was fired during a short,
unemotional meeting in his office with general
manager Larry Beinfest, assistant general manager Mike Hill and team president David Samson.

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

RAGWEED SEASON!

ASTHMA and ALLERGY CLINIC

tiday b Ind out mono 753-8708

Pediatric & Adult Patients
Our specialized practice is dedicated to the diagnosis and treatment of asthma, hayfever, sinus, cough, bee sting allergy, skin
allergy, and food allergy.

RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.
OFFICE LOCATIONS:
Murray, KY • PARIS & UNION CITY, TN.
AU TO • HOME- • FARM •BUSINESS • HE ALTH & LIFE
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The Swamp Maiden of Venus
by Kenneth Tucker
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"If he wants to yell, he can yell," he said. "He
paid for the team. He has the most expensive seat
in the stadium."
The Marlins decided to fire Girardi not because
of the umpire incident, but because he failed to
mesh with others in the organization, general manager Larry Beinfest said.
"Joe is not returning because it was not a good
fit," Beinfest said. "I will take some of that blame.
I'm in charge, and it's my job to make sure everything runs as smoothly and efficiently as possi-

THEY MAY CALL IT HAYFEVER, BUT
YOU CALL IT MISERY
FOR RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

A Kentucky Colonel in King Arthur's Court

/-

MIAMI(AP) — Thanks to a managerial shuffle Tuesday, Florida Marlins owner Jeffrey Loria
can now yell at umpires with the skipper's
approval.
The Marlins fired Joe Girardi, and five hours
later introduced as his replacement Fredi Gonzalez, thirdbase coach for the Atlanta _
Braves the past four years.
Girardi's departure after only
one season had been expected
after his rift with Loria boiled
over two months ago in an onfield confrontation over the
owner's heckling of an umpire.
Gonzalez
Gonzalez, -42, interviewed
with the Marlins a year ago after Jack McKeon
resigned but finished runner-up to Girardi. Born in
Cuba and raised in Miami, Gonzalez became the
first manager in the Marlins' organization when
they hired him to run their first minor league team
in Erie, Pa., in 1992.
"It's a long way from Erie, man," a smiling
Gonzalez said at a news conference. "I hope I'm
here for a lot of years."
Gonzalez said he has no problem with the
owner razzing umps.

w

A failed akhemical experiment sends a young
Kentuckian into a world where Arthurian legends are reality, and he must encounter a mangy
werewolf talking fish, walking eyes, man-eating
witches, belligerent giants, and a horde ofunruly
trolls and their libidinous princess before he can
save King Arthur's Court from the mysterious
Black Knight. At times whimsical, at times satiric, often humorous, A Kentucky Colonel is afastpaced adventure in the style of that grand old
fantasy magazine Unknown Worlds. The Swamp
Maiden is a bitter-sweet tale of young love and a
boy's addiction tofantasy.

Available on line at Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble, and www.authorhou.se.com or
.kuthorhouse hotline (888-280-7715). Copies are also available at the Murray State
Bookstore and Terrapin Station. Check for copies at other local bookstores.

270-753-7451 OR 800-756-5551
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Tell us about your
winter happening or event for
In Our Backyard —
the winter edition.
We're also looking for
interesting story ideas about
our friends and neighbors.
Please contact Eric Walker
or our newsroom at 753-1916.
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Dr. Crouch completes Clinic offers hope to infertile couples
recertification exam
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
American Board of Family
Medicine has announced the
successful completion of its
recertification examination by
Dr. Richard Crouch.
Board certification confers .a
standard of excellence in knowledge and practice to physicians
who not only certify via the
examination process, but who
also work diligently on the
maintenance of these skills during the seven-year cycle
between exams, a release stated.
The American Board of
Family Medicine, one of 24
member boards.of the American
'Board of Medical Specialties, is
the second largest medical specialty board in the United States.
Founded in 1969, it is a voluntary, not-for-profit private
organization who purposes
include improving the quality of
medical care available to the
public, establishing and maintaining standards of excellence
in the speciality of family medicine, improving the standards of
medical education for training in
family medicine, and determin-

ing by evaluation the fitness
of specialists in
family medicine who apply
for and hold
certificates.
To achieve
recertification
by the ABFM,
family ph-isiCrouch
cian moust verify
completion of 300.'hours of
acceptable continuing medical
education over the past six
years, possess a full and unrestricted license to practice medicine in the U.S., and successful- •
ly complete a one-day, written
examination of cognitive knowledge and problem-solving abilities.
This exam covers the disciplines of the specialty including,
but not limited to: adult medicine; car of newborns, infants,
children and adolescents; maternity and gynecological care;
community medicine; care„of
older patients; human behatior
and mental health; and care of
the surgical patient.

Scientists say
premature births
linked to 30 percent
of infant deaths
By MIKE STOBBE
AP Medical Writer —
(AP)
ATLANTA
Scientists now say a third of
infant deaths are due to.. premature births — a much larger percentage than previously thought.
In the past, "preterm birth"
has been the listed cause of
death in fewer than 20 percent of
newborn fatalities. But that
number should be 34 percent or
more, said researchers at the
U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
That's because at least a
dozen causes of newborn death
are actually problems that go
hand-in-hand with premature
births, such as respiratory distress syndrome caused by underdeveloped lungs.
"This brings preterm birth, as
a cause of death, to the kind of
level that we think it deserves,"
said the CDC's Dr. Bill
Callaghan. the lead author of a
study appearing Monday in the
journal Pediatrics.
The revised statistic may lead
to greater efforts to counsel
pregnant women about taking
care of themselves and avoiding
actions that can lead to preterm
births — such as smoking and
drug use.
It also may help organizations lobbying for more research
into why some women who follow medical advice still have
preterm babies. The March of
Dimes is advocating to expand
federal research into preterm
labor and delivery and the care
and treatment of premature
infants.
At issue is how to label the
causes of deaths for infants who
die before they reach their first
birthday.
"Pretertn birth" generally
describes infants who are horn
before 37 weeks gestation, and
the term is also used as an official cause of death. Two-thirds
of infant deaths occur in children who were preterrn. but their
eause of death is often attributed
to one of the several specific
problems that can occur in
preterm babies.
'The only way that an infant
gets assigned ("preterm birth")
is if there's nothing else on the
said
certificate,"
death

Factoring in related
causes of death
A third of infant deaths are due
to premature births - a larger
portion than previously thought,
a study shows Researchers say
many causes of newborn death
go hand-in-hand with prematurity.
Infant deaths
Study of about 28.000 birth and
death certificates. 2002
17% Classified preterrn birth

Murray Woman's Clinic
opened a door of hope fbr couples grappling with the challenge of infertility last Thursday.
D. Jaime Vasquez, Medical
Director for the Center for
Reproductive Health and the
'Assisted
for
Center
Reproductive Technologies in
Nashville. Tenn., announced the
affiliation of the Center with
Murray Woman's Clinic during
an informational reception in the
Clinic's Obstetrics Building.
Dr. Vasquez is the former
director of the Division of
Reproductive Endocrinology
and Fertility for Vanderbilt
University. The affiliation
between his office in Nashville
and the Murray Woman's Clinic
means that Murray area couples
seeking the latest treatments for
infertility can avoid nearly a
dozen long trips to Nashville.
Fifteen percent of couples in
America are affected by infertility, said Dr. Vasquez. The cause
for many of them centers on the
Photo provided
postponement of pregnancy
discuss
Jones
Conrad
Dr.
and
Hunt
Jason
until age 30 or beyond. A rigor- Dr. Dawn Deeter, from left, Dr. Kent Hjerpe, Dr.
Jaime
Dr.
Clinic.
Woman's
Murray
the
at
held
reception
diagnosinformational
testing,
treatments at an
ous program of
ing and treatment can help in Vasquez, medical director of the Center for Reproductive Health and the Center for Assisted
many cases, and new diagnostic Reproductive Technologies in Nashville, Tenn., was the principle speaker.
techniques and fertility treatwe're
ments are showing great prom- by the CDC," said Dr. Vasquez. at the (Murray Woman's)Clinic. ence behind his work, and
that
share
to
ready
than
more
imporas
are
concern
and
Care
Control
Disease
for
The Centers
ise.
Dr. Vasquez said some of the (CDC) has reported that Dr. tant as the technical aspects of with our community," she said.
In addition to prospective
newest treatments for infertility Vasquez and his team enjoy high the treatment," he said.
and members of the
patients
Murray
of
De-eter
Dawn
Dr.
include in vitro fertilization, success rates, and Dr. Vasquez
intracytoplasmic sperm injec- said they have seen 80 percent Woman's Clinic said she looks press, the reception was attendtion, preimplantation genetics, "positive outcome" for couples forward to establishing these ed by Dr. Conrad Jones, Dr.
and egg donation. He described undergoing egg donation treat- same relationships with patients Jason Hunt, Dr. TOrn Green, and
seeking treatment for infertility other medical-professionals.
the process of infertility treat- ment.
Additional information is
Dr. Vasquez emphasized the and hopes to see similar success.
ment as a balancing act involv"Dr. Vasquez has years of available by contacting the
ing diet, lifestyle changes and importance of honesty and close
work with their patients. "It's an research and intensive experi- Clinic at 753-9300.
medical treatments.
Dr. Kent Hjerpe of the emotional issue of great imporMurray Woman's Clinic medical tance to the couples, and you
staff said it takes three to four must respect those feelings." He
visits to diagnose and determine said couples that come to his
the best method of treatment for office for treatment often form
patients with infertility. Then the close relationships with the
treatments take place over a staff. They work hard to nurture
Commission Rate
series of about 10 visits. At the those relationships.
When Selling Your Home!
end of those visits a pregnancy
"Interpersonal relations are
test will determine whether very important, as is consistency
in relations," Dr. Vasquez said.
treatment has been successful.
A..ta,t,ctre taros., Ser,rce
klcrnber
"Modern fertilization treat- "that's why we are so pleased to
lit N 15th • Murray • 47045e-111IO
ments are carefully monitored see the sense of community here
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Factoring in deaths attributed to
preterm-related causes like
Respiratory distress
Brain hemorrhage
Maternal complications
34% Could be classified as
caused by preterm birth

SOURCE Centers ot Disease
Control and Prevention

AP

Callaghan, a senior scientist in
the CD("s maternal and infant
health branch. 'That may result
in an underestimation of what
the real problem is."
other
and
C'allaghan
researchers reviewed about
28,(XX) U.S. infants that
occurred in 2002.
More than 4,600 of those —
or 17 percent — were attributed
only to preterm birth. But the
researchers also grouped in
about 5,(X)0 other deaths that
were attributed to preterm-related conditions including respiratory distress sYndrome, brain
hemorrhage and maternal complications such as premature
rupture of membranes.
In that counting, nearly 9.6(X)
births — or 34 percent — could
be classified as preterm.
Callaghan said. The researchers
believe that figure is conservative and likely underestimate,
the true picture.
Experts have generally
understood the burden of
preterm birth on infant deaths,
but the new study sorts out the\
data and provides specific numbers. said Carol Hogue, an
Emory University professor of
maternal and child health.
"It isn't just an exercise in
moving deck chairs Around on
the Titanic." said Hogue.
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Do you need help with your
401(k) rollover?
unarrmand sow options and make N ow retirement
We .an help
wary gnarl fry sou ( onuder a Woodmen of the World IRA for your
401(l) rollover

Maas IC Gouge
Amid lispresentslIve
710-4741
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e only locally owned nonprofit nursing & rehabilitationfacility around since 1960.

HIC HENRY COUNTY
MIC HEALTHCARE CENTER
239 Hospital Circle. Paris •642-5700 • www.hcmc-tn.org
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